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This stud y is an ethnosemantic investigation of a l ocal 
Pentecostal church. The inv es tigation focused on how the 
members of the congregation view the nature of thei r 
religious commitment. This insider's perception , otherwise 
referred to as the private face of religiosity, was preserved 
by employing a research tool known as the ethnosem antic 
interview. The ethnose mantic approach was especiall y su ite d 
here since its main objective was to discover and describe 
a cultural system in terms which preserved the insid er ' s 
point of view. The method avoided the assumption of what 
was to be considered relevant by making a verbatim re co rd of 
what an insider said about his/her cultural scene. In 
addition to the ethnosemantic investigation, participant 
observation and a shor t mail questionnaire were employed 
in the study. These research methods served as cross-checks 
of aBd supplements to the interview data. 
Aside from investig ating a local Pentecostal group's 
view of the nature of their reli gious commitment, this study 
also examined the phenomenon throughout the histories of 
the Pentecostal movement in general and in the Church of God 
of Cleveland, Tennessee, in particular. (The latter re-
presents the Pentecostal denomination with which the studied 
congregation is affiliated .) In this examination, a 
sociological schem~ of the nature of religious commitment 
iii 
was utilized and proved successful in organizing the 
historical material. The applicability of the sociological 
scheme to this public face of religiosity was not evident 
when an attempt was made to apply the same scheme to the 
private face of religiosity. It was found that the local 
Pentecostal congregation had its own conceptual scheme of 
the nature of their religious commitment which differed 
substantially from the standard sociological view. 
iv 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
1 
"When we have a commitment, then it changes our whole nature, 
everything changes around and eventually comes in line with 
what God wants. Then, He's hap py with us. Amen." 
(Informant) 
The conception and establishment of any religious 
in stituti on pivot on the aspect of c ommitment . Historically, 
the paramount concern of any religiou s organ i zat i on has been 
to lead people to faith, and the continued existence of any 
re l igion would seem t o rely on achieving this task (Stark 
and Glock, 1968) . However, despite the importance of 
religious commitment, the concept rem a ined extremely 
ambiguous until the rese arc h o f Rodney Stark and Charles 
Glock (1968:1 - 3). Aside fro m the differences in particular 
beliefs and practices, Star k and Glock (1968) suggest that 
there seems to exist considerable agreement among . all 
religions on the general ways in which religiousness ought 
to be expressed. These general ways yie ld a set of essential 
dimensions of religiou s ne ss: bel i ef, practice, knowledge, 
* experience, and conseque nces . 
* Stark and Gl ock (1968:6) included the dimension of 
consequences in their sociological scheme of the nature of 
religious commitment. For various reasons , however, 
including research which needed to be satisfactorily comp l eted 
before they investigated the consequences of religious 
commitment , information concerning the dimension has not yet 
been published. For this very reason, discussion of the 
d imension of consequences has been omitted in this study. 
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Briefly, since these d i men sions will be taken up in 
greater detail later, the belief dimension includes the 
expec tat ions that religious people will concede the truth of 
the te nets of their religion . The faithful will engage 
themse lv es in an assured the ol og ical perspective . Religio us 
practice takes into account acts of worship and devotion, 
the ac tiv ities people engage in to execute their religiou s 
commitmen t. The knowledge dimension of religious commitment 
presu~es that religious people will have some information, 
even if minimal, concerning the basic tenets of their faith, 
its rites, scriptures , and traditions. The experience 
dimension refers to the anticipation that a "properl y" 
religious person will achieve some sense of communication 
with a supernatural agency . In every religion a subjective 
religi ous experience is valued as an indication of individual 
religi ous ness (Stark and Glock, 1968:14-16). 
The expression of the foregoing dimensions of re-
ligious commitment signifies the physical or apparent 
manifestations of these behaviors. The demonstration of the 
dimensi ons is readily perceived by those who are members, by 
those who may be considered insi ders or natives of a 
religious group, as well as by those p~ople who are un-
familiar with the group (outsiders) . The significance of 
the expressed dimensions to the insider , however, tends to 
escape the awareness of outsiders as they find themselves 
on the outskirts of the native ' s culture. "Dis cover ing the 
3 
insider's view is a different species of knowledge from one 
that rests primarily on the outsider's view ( Spradley, 1979 : 
4) • II 
People in their everyday living encounter numer ous 
cultural scenes, some of which are familiar to them and 
others which are not. Our everyday lives are lived in 
diverse social situations, handling various problems, carry -
ing out different objectives. Careers, hobbies, clubs, and 
volunteer organizations all represent diverse cultu ra l scenes 
with each scene providing a system of knowledge to be used 
by its members to organize their behavior in ways considered 
appropriate for the cultural scene in question (Beals, 1979: 
109; Spradley, 1979:21). Therefore, any one person possess-
ing the kn owled ge of many cultural scenes, wil l adapt his / 
her behavior accordingly, taking on a multiplicity of r oles, 
as he/she shifts from scene to scene during the course of 
his/her everyda y lives . For example, a person who is a 
parent at home, a vice - president of a business corporation, 
and a deacon in a church, will adopt the appropriate 
behavior for such roles as defined by each cultural scene. 
The behavior exhibited by an individual in a 
particular cultural system indicates an effort by the 
individual to act in a manner deemed appropriate for the 
system, maintaining certain standards pertaining to the 
cultural scene (Goffman, 1959 : 107). The rough and 
boisterous behavior displayed by a person drinking with 
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friends in a bar~roo~ would har d ly be considered proper 
behavior for the same perso n whil e he was functionin g as a 
deacon at a church service. 
One of the most interesting aspects of the multi-
cultural scenes a person enc ounters each da y is the change 
in roles displayed by the perso n as he/she shifts from scene 
to scene. As a person moves from one cultural scene to 
anotherr a change in character can usually be detected 
(Goffman, 1959:121-126). To use my previous example, a 
change can be perceived in the rowdy character displayed by 
the person drinking with friends in a bar as that person 
shifts to the more sedate role of a deacon at a church 
service. 
Goffman (1959:136-137) als o suggests that individuals 
give the impression that the r ole they are playing at any 
one time is their most important role. This impression can 
be contradicted, however, if an individual shares several 
cultural scenes with the same members who are able to observe 
the individual's changes in roles. The answer to this 
problem, according to Goffman (1959:137) is for -the 
individual not to share several cultural scenes with the 
same people but to " ... segregate his audiences so that the 
individuals who witness him in one of his roles will not be 
the individuals who witness him in another of his roles." 
If one of the cultural scenes of which an individual 
is a member dominates their everyday living, however, the 
impression of the timely role as the most important may not 
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pose a problem . It may be the choice or the hope of an 
individual that the systems of meaning presented to him/her 
by one of the cultural scenes to which he/she belongs come 
to affect his/her behavior in remaining spheres of his/her 
life. For inst a nce , a person may hope that the systems of 
meaning bestowed to him/her by the religious group of which 
he/she is a member influence other realms of his/her every -
day life. If part of a religious group ' s declaration of 
faith is the understanding that the Bible represents the 
final authority for faith and practice and an individual 
wishes to turn his/her religious membership into a way of 
life, letting his/her membership in this cultural .scene 
influence all aspects of their life, then it is likely that 
he/she will live his/her everyday life according to the 
Bible. 
The notion that members of various cultural scenes 
propose diverse systems of meaning for interpreting their 
experiences and gene ra ting social behavior does not 
indicate that they are out of touch with reality, only that 
"the y classify and interpret the world around them in 
different but equally valid ways'' (Beals, 1979:121; 
Spradley, 1979:5). The purpose of a classification system 
for · a · group is that it allows _communication among the members 
' t 
' 
of the group. If an individual lacks access to the systems 
l 
of classification and meaning held by the members of a 
particular group, then that person will find him/herself 
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unable t o function appropriately wit hin th e group (Beals , 
1979:123 - 125) . As a member of cult ural scenes , a s an insider, 
a person ac quir es t he systems of knowl edge necessary to per -
mit them to act in the manner pa rt ic ula r to the various 
cult ur al sc en e s . 
Today, individu als l i ving in a modern , complex 
societ y , such a s our s , conf r ont numero us cu ltural scenes in 
their day - to - da y li v ing. Encount ers with, and membersh ip i n 
several of the existin g cultural scenes lead t o indi viduals 
living by several different systems of meaning as pr oj ected 
by the various groups in which they find themselves a s 
members, as insiders. Religious groups represent one of the 
many prevailing cultu ral sce nes prov i ding systems of meaning 
t o their adherents. 
The sys tem s of meaning f urni she d by a religious group, 
or any other cultural scene, are used by t he members to 
organize their behavior, to understand themselves and 
othe rs, and to make sense out of the world in which they live. 
This knowledge consists of typificatory schemes used by 
natives (insiders) to order their ever yday actions. The 
internalization of these schemes allows major routines of 
everyday life to be carried out as habitualized actions, 
defining a member's reality and its boundaries. The 
meanings of the habitualized actions entailed also end up 
being taken for granted. The y are embedded as routines 
(Berger and Luckmann, 1966). The constructed reality (the 
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pattern of behavior) which results from internalizing the 
routi nized actions and meanings specific to a religious 
congregation represents the culture of a religious group. 
Outsiders to a particular re ligious group , through no fault 
of their own, can not help but find themselves on the 
perip hery of that culture until such a time as they have 
acquired the knowledge that a certain congregation uses to 
make sense out of their experiences and to generate social 
behavi or . 
The physical or outward expression of a group's 
religi ous commitment is readily observable. The interpreta-
tion and significance of such behavior is, however, not as 
easily perceived. The interpretation and meaning of the 
manifestation of a congregation's commitment are parts of 
that culture's knowledge available only to insiders of that 
particu lar cultural scene. The knowledge acquired by the 
members of the religious group allows them to organize their 
behavior, to understand themselves and others, and to make 
sense out of the world in which they live. An outsider to 
a religi ous congregation, whether a visitor from another 
congregation or a university professor with intentions of 
performing research, will be ignorant of the natives' view 
of the nature of their religious commitment until he/she 
has acquired the knowledge used by the insiders to interpret 
and understand their behavior. What can be perceived by an 
outsider is the apparent, physical or outward expression of 
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the dimensions comprising the nature of religious commitment. 
In the pr esent study, due to personal inter est , I have 
chosen to exami ne the nature of religious commitment among 
the members of a local Pentecostal group , hop i ng to capture 
t he members ' view of the nature of their r el i g i ous commit -
ment as well as the vis i ble ex pression of their religious 
commi tment . 
The present study will not ignore the nat ive point of 
v iew but rather will seek to preserve it . The intent of 
th is study is t o preserve th e native 's or i n sid er 's view of 
the nature of religious commitme nt . The outward demonstra -
ti on of the nature of the congregation's religious commitment 
represents an outsider ' s perceptio n of their nature . The 
insider's view of his/her actions and their meanings , 
however, usually differs from out siders because as an insider 
one defines his/her behaviors and be li efs differently 
( Spradley , 1979) . The importa nce of t h is stud y lies in 
preserving th e natives' constructed reli g i ous re a lit y , 
which is us ed by them t o make se nse ou t of th e world in 
which they liv e . I n addition, the pres er vat i on of the 
insider' s viewpoint permits the obs ervatio n of alternative 
reali ties as defined by those who live them and thereby adds 
to the ri chness of sociological data. 
Method 
I preserved the insider's perception in this research 
project by employing an investi gative tool known as t he 
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ethnos ,e.mant;tc ;t_nterview. I . conducted s.even s_uch ;t_nteryi _ews 
with my inform ant over a peri od of three months. Ethnoseman -
tic investigation was particularly suited i n this study sin ce 
its main objective is to discover and describe a cultural 
system fr om th e nat ive point of v iew. The ethnosemantic 
approach avoids the as sumption of what i s to be considered 
relevant by making a verbatim record of what an insider sa ys 
about his/her cultural reality . The questions asked of an 
i .n:for:mBint are them selves structured from the verbati m record 
of what the informant discloses about h is /her culture. This 
technique allows the i .n s ider' s- v iews to structure both the 
1nves.,t1.ga.t:Lve pr ocedures as well as the data themselves. 
The analysis of the data involves the extraction of implicit 
;i.ns_;i.der pers ·pectives · rath er than the imposition outsider 
categories, The ;tmpor t ance of retaining native terms and 
pe;r~_pect1ve~ ;is. frequently underestimated. Re$earchers, 
often unintenttonally, summarize, translate, and condense 
tnfq>rmat;lon convey-ed to them by informants or members of a 
cultu~~l ~cene. This failure to record verbatim the native 
te;t?Tl}$. ~p<;>ken bJ informants leads to a distorted and incomp l ete 
ptctu;re Qf what the natives know· about their culture 
(Sp;r~dle;y ·1 1979:73), Th.e language spoken by t .nformants to 
.des,{!;rtbe ·their cultural reality holds · the key to preserving 
the nattve point ~r view. 
The purpose of language here, however, is not limited 
to presenting a description of a cultural scene . Language 
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functions as more than a means of communicat~ on about a 
realtty ; it serves as a tool for reflecting and constructtng 
reality. The common reflecti ons or objectivations of every -
day life are sustained primarily by "lipguistic signification," 
an index of subjective meanings . Everyday life within a 
particular cu l ture is life with and by way of a shared 
language among the culture 's members (Berger and Luclanann, 
1966:34-46). The importance of understanding the language 
of a dist1ncttve cultu re cannot be underestimated; it is 
necessary to an understanding of the everyday reality of 
that cultural system. 
Language forces people into its patterns. The rules 
of syntax ~nd semantics of one language cannot indiscrimi -
nately be transferred to another . Differences between the 
two languages exist, and , therefo re, the direct transference 
of the rules of syntax and semantics from one language to 
another would have a profound influence on the content of 
the message to be communicated (Berge r and Luckmann, 1966 : 
34-46; Spradley , 1979). For example , one cannot use the 
rules of Spanish syntax and s~mantics when speaking English , 
or those of a bar-room when speaking to a religious group . 
There exist prevai ling standards of the proper language for 
various cultural realities . For instance, Spanish differ -
entiates two ve rbs of "being," ser and estar, English has 
only · one (Gumper z, 1969:446). Or take th e phrase , "It's 
a miracle!," spoken in the distinct atmospheres of a bar -
room and a church service . In the former scene, the phrase 
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may simply r efer to an i nc ident occurring aga i nst gre~t odds 
wherea s , in t he latter atmosphere, the phrase would refer 
t o an eve nt which surpasses the powers present in the 
physical world and is ascribed to a divine cause. One can 
see from these examples the inability to transfer the r ules 
of syntax and semantics of one cu l tura l scene 's lan guage t o 
another without d is torting the content of message to be 
con veyed . Language typifies exp er iences , l ett in g a perso n 
belonging to a particu l ar cult ur a l sys tem c lassify them 
under broad cat egories in terms whi ch have meaning for that 
pers on and the members with whom he/she shares t he cultural 
system (Berger and Luckmann , 1966 : 39) . 
In su m, the ab ov e disc ussion indicat e s the importance 
of documenting the lan guage employed by a distinctive cult ure. 
Languag e is an instrument for communicating and constructing 
realit y . Var ia nt la ng uages create and refl ect different 
r ealities and allow the ex pression of differing patterns of 
categorizati on of experien ces. Further, the existence of 
numerous cultural lan guage s provides alternative methods to 
culture-bound perspectives of thinking and perce ivin g . 
Clearl y , t he necessity of learning the language of a 
particular cul tu re is extremely important if one wishes to 
avoid distorting the systems of meaning used by the members 
of the cultural grou p . An ethnosemantic investigation 
minimizes the dist orti on of t he cultural knowled ge used by 
members of a cu ltur al scene by discovering and describin g 
th e systems of meaning of a cul t ural grou p from the native 
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point of view using native .language. Such a method, never -
theless, does have limitations. Ethnosemantic in vestigation 
does not eliminate all ambigui ty concerning the systems of 
meaning employed by a cultural group, nor does the method 
eliminate the need for the rese a rcher to create order out 
of what an informant has reported (Sprad ley and Mccurdy, 
1972:76) . 
These limitations, however, were compensated for by 
employin g partic ipant observation and a sho rt mail question -
naire. The usage of the participant observation method 
served as a cross-check of and supplement to the interview 
data, aidin g i n eliminating ambiguity and creating order out 
of the data gathered. I attended twelve Sunday worship 
services at the local Pentecostal church ov er a period of 
five months. The observations made were either not ed mentally 
or as condensed field notes and shortly thereafter translated 
into expanded accounts of that observed. The information 
gathered through the observations was then integrated with 
the tnteTview · data in order to produce a more complete 
account of the cultural knowledge used by the members of the 
local l'entecos ·tal congregation. 
The questionnaire served as a final check on the 
accuracy of the interview data. The congregation being 
considerably small in size, I talked with only one informant. 
To ensure that the description I was receiving was a shared 
cultural depiction and not a personal one, a short mail 
questionnaire was sent to the hous eholds of the members of 
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the church group (See Appendix). The dat a from these quest-
ionnaires corresponded closel y with what my informant had 
told me . This fact indicated I had, indeed, tapped the 
shared cultural knowledge of the local congregation, The 
participant observation research method and the questionnaire, 
when coupled with the ethnosema ntic i nv esti gation, provided 
the means necessary to discover the cultural knowl edge 
utilized by the members of a local Pentecostal group in 
terms which preserve the insi der's point of view. 
A View from the Outside 
fentecostalism has received considerable attention 
due to the nature of its religious commitment. It s unique 
nature has led its adherents to be labeled "h oly rollers." 
The members are renowned for renunciati on of or indifference 
to the surrounding society and its value system (Chalfant 
et al., 1981:123; Dearman , 1974:439). For Pentecostal 
members, the Bible i .s viewed to be the norm and final 
a,uthority for f ai.t h and practice (Hollenweger, 1972:52; 
Nichol, 1966:2). 
'tOod has wr;itten through supernaturally inspired 
_per~.ons: a bo<;>k (t he Bible) which is li terally 
perfect and which contains all great truth and 
W;l(:>dom, Anything which in any way contradicts 
thJ:.s book i.s; wrong and false (Wood, 1965:17)." 
Pentecostal worship services are described as infor-
mal, often emotionally guided services. Worship services 
are characterized by emotional intensity and spontaneous 
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express i on of relig i ous feelin gs . This fe r vor and enthusiasm 
are seen in such activities as dancing , jumping, jerkin g , and 
falling on the floor (Boisen , 1955 ; Chal fant et al., 19 81 :123; 
Gerlach and Hine, 196 8 ; Hollenwe ger , 1972 ; Wils on, 1963:3 65) . 
Because of th eir specia l emotionalism , Pentecostals are 
reported as havin g a sense of elitism i n which i dentity with 
the group suggests discovery of the one ab solutel y " true 
way" of life (Chalfant et al ., 1981 :1 23 ; Dearman, 1974:4 39-
440; Wille ms , 19 67 : 254) . 
Pentecostalism does not differ from other reli g i ons 
in assuming its followers will possess some minimal inf orma -
tion pertaining to the basic tenets of their religion. 
Pentecostals, however , hold an antipathy towar d educati on 
whic h extends be yond that which will make their lives 
richer in th e ways of the Lor d (Nichol , 1966:78). Aversi on 
toward education in the earl y days of Pentecostalism was 
based on several assertions. First, education was viewed 
as being harmful to spirituality. Next, the tremend ous 
cost of creatin g and maintaining educational facilities 
would necessitate the diverting of funds from highly valued 
spiritual endeavors such as home and foreign mission 
programs. Third, education was rejected because it was 
feared that the ministers would come to be judged for their 
educational back ground rather than for their spiritual 
leadership. Further, it was believed "that the words of 
Jesus as in Joh n 16:13 ('When the Spirit of truth comes, he 
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wil l guide you i nto a l l tr uth .. . ' ) s i gn if y t hat t he Holy 
Spirit pers ona lly i n s t r uc t s t he bel ie ver; the re fore , i t i s 
unnecessa r y t o pro vi de e it her r e li g io us or s ec ul a r t r a i ni ng 
(Nichol, 1966 : 231 ) ." Fi na ll y , s i nc e most of t he adh ere nts 
of th e Pentec ost al ch ur ch e s came f r om th e lo wer s oc·i a l and 
economi c strata and most ha d no t adva nced pa st t he s ec ond ar y 
scho ol l eve l, Pent ecost al membe rs ha d ver y li t tl e , if an y , 
valu e f or educa t i on in ge neral an d fo r h i gher education 
sp ec i f ic al l y (Nic hol, 196 6: 230 - 231 ) . 
As th e Pentec ost a l movement gre w, howev er, the climate 
of opinion t owar d educatio n changed somewha t . Pentecostal 
administrat ors realized that their members an d youth were 
proceeding throu gh life without any traini ng in Pentecostal-
Christian principles. As a result, Bible institu te s, Bibl e 
colle ges, and li beral arts colleges were esta blishe d by 
· various Pentecostal den ominations to allo w f or " collegiate 
education in a Pentecostal atmosphere (Nich ol, 1966:231-
232)." Such an atmosphere, ne vertheless, did not and does 
not now. permit fair attention t o certain ideas that other, 
secular educational institutions give to the same ideas. 
Pentecostal adherents, for example, are reported .to 
reject deterministic explanations of behavior, to reject 
Darwin's theory of evolution . A current of thought such as 
Darwinism is considered a "false doctrine" against which 
the Pentecostal movement protests ( Synan, 1971:57). 
Pentecostal member s cannot accept the theory of evoluti on 
whi ch, for them, consists of heretical teachings. 
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Pentecostals view Darwinism as a "d enial of ancestral 
author it y " but mor e importantly , as a con tradiction t o their 
bel i ef i n creat ion (Hollenweger, 1972:273, 296) . 
Disp utes over the place of such currents of thoughts 
as Dar winism in reli g i on are not new in the religious 
community . "Long be fore America was discovered , the 
Christian community was perennia ll y divided between those 
who believed that intell ect must have a vital place in 
religion and th ose who believed that intellect should be 
subord inated to emotion, or i n effect abandoned at the dic -
tates of emotion (Hofstadt er , 1970 : 55) ." Pentecostal 
congre gations have been described as adhering to the latter 
opinion of this continuing annual partition i n the Christian 
community, pursuing education mainly i n a "Pentec osta l 
atmosphere" in order t o enrich their lives in the ways of the 
Savior they worship. 
An emphasis on emotional experiences is a dist inction 
often noted of Pentecostal groups. Pentecostals "at tach a 
great significance to the relationship between the 
individual and a personal savi or, a relationship expressed 
in direct emotional terms ra ther than in a symbolic or 
ritualistic manner (Wilson , 1963 : 365). 11 Examples of 
experience among Pentecostals indicating the described 
subjective reli gious relationship with their Savior are: 
baptism with the Holy Spirit, speaking in ton gues, and faith 
healing . A prof ound feeling of and essentially personal 
relations h ip with God stands firm among Pentecostal 
indiv iduals . 
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This description of the nature of Pentecostal 
commitmen t is just that - a description. The depiction 
presented describes from an outsider ' s perspective the 
physical or outward exp ressi on of the dimensions comprising 
t he reli g i ou s group ' s nature of commitment . The native or 
ins i der's v iew of the nature of their relig i ous commitment 
is not dis cu sse d . The interpretation and mean i ng of the 
man i festations of the Pentecostal gr ou p' s commi tment , used 
by the members to order the i r everyday act i ons , have v i rtual -
l y been i gnor ed . Th i s gap between " outside r" a nd "i n si der " 
is what this study i ntends in part to f ill. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY OF PENTECOSTAL RELIGION: 
A VIEW FROM THE OUTSIDE 
A religio us group 's definition of its re a lit y is not 
create d and maintained in a vacuum . Cultu ral reality does 
not exist in i solation , exempt from out side forces . In 
order to properly understand and assess a r eligious group 's 
constructe d reality, one shou l d examin e its history 
(Hamilton , 1975 :41 ) . The histor y of the rel i gious movement 
from which a particular r e li giou s group result s is part of 
the con text i n which the members of that group are likely 
to define themselves. A group 's history provides a 
foundation on which the grou p ' s members can construct and 
maintain their reality . 
In the present study, the history of concern is that 
of the Pentecostal movement within the United States . A 
complete account of the movement's history, however, will 
not be attempted . The volume of such inf ormation i s eno ugh 
to fill numero us books, let alone a single chapter . Instead, 
selective histories of the Pentecostal movement in gene ral, 
and of the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee, in 
particular will be presented. The latter represents the 
Pentecostal denomination with which the studied congregation 
is affiliated . This chapter is focused on Pentecostal 
reli g i ous commitment, comprised of the dimen s ions of belief , 
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practice, knowledge, and experience . Such an emphasis on 
the nature of religious co mmitment will serve to highlig ht 
the contexts likely to have influenced the notion of 
religious commitment in the local congregation I examined. 
Further, the history of Pentecostal religious 
commitment will serve to illustrate the usefulness of the 
sociological scheme of commitment proposed by Stark and 
Glock (1968) . This sociological scheme is useful when 
examining material which represents the physical or outward 
expression of events occurring throughout the Pentecostal 
movement; that is, material which constitutes the history 
of the movement. Stark and Glock ' s (1968) conceptual 
strategy is functional when investigating information which 
denotes an outs i der 's view of Pentecostal religious commit-
ment . So , before encountering the local Pentecostal group's 
definition and interpretation of the nature of their reli-
gious commitment, I will first look at the dimensions of 
this phenomenon throughout the histories of the Pentecostal 
movement in general and in the Church of God of Cl eve la nd, 
Tennessee , in particular. 
Before beginning the discussion of the history of the 
dimensions of the nature of Pentecostal commitment , however, 
it should be noted that as a religi ous group's definitio n 
of its reality is not developed and maintained in isolati on 
from outs i de agents, a similar conception applies to the 
differing dimensions of religious commitment. Although 
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t he var i ous di mension s will be discussed here separately, no 
one dimens i on ex i sts in s e clusion, apart from the others. 
In fact, the dimensions ar e often related. For example, by 
definiti on, the kn owledge dimension of religious commitment 
holds t he pres umpt i on that r e li g ious pe ople will posse s s 
so me minimal level of information concern i ng the be liefs an d 
practices of their particular faith (Stark and Glock, 1968 : 
16). Here, even though we can talk about the dimension of 
knowledge as a dimension distinct from the others comprising 
the nature of religious commitment, it is clearl y related 
to and affected by other dimensions, namely, t hose of belief 
and practice. So, while the history of each dimension of 
the nature of Pentecostal commitment will be examined 
individually, i t sho u ld be remembered that the dimensions, 
in reality, di d not and do not today, exi s t in is o lation 
from eac h other. 
Belief 
The first dimensi on o f the nature of religious 
commitment to be dis cuss ed in light of the Pentec ostal 
movement is that of belief, the dimension believed to be 
at the core of all religions (Stark and Glock, 1966:3). 
The doctrinal lineage of American Pentecostalism is to be 
found in the Wesleyan tradition. John Wesley, the undis-
puted foun der of Methodism, is also claimed to be "the 
father" of the moder n Holiness and Pentecostal movements 
which have de r ived fro m Methodism within the last century 
(Hamilton, 19 75:77). 
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By 1740 , Wesley's notions on theology were fairly 
well stated in the permanent form that would fashion the 
Methodist movement. Wesley's theology involved two separate 
phases of experience for the believer: conversion or justi -
fication; and Christian perfec tion or sanctification. In 
the first instance, 
" ... the penitent was forgive n for his actual sins 
of commission, becoming a Christian but retaining 
a 'residue of sin within.' This remaining 'i nbred 
sin' was the result of Adam's fall and had to be 
dealt with by a 'sec ond blessing, properly so-
called.' This experience purified the believer of 
inward sin and gave him ' perfect love' toward God 
and man (Synan, 1971:1 8) ." 
The perfection which Wesley taught was not a "sinless per-
fection" but a perfection of motives and desires. The 
notion that a person might sin again was an idea that would 
remain real throughout Wesley's teachings. The Wesleyan 
doctrine of Christian perfecti onism or entire sanctification 
became the characteristic doctrine of Methodism and so it 
became the first great Holiness church (Synan, 1971:18-19). 
When Methodism arrived in America during the 18th 
century, the doctrine of entire sanctification was trans-
planted along with it. Wesley termed Methodist perfectionism 
in America, the "heart religion." The doctrine leaned 
toward warmth, experience, and morality and away from the 
mechanical and .formal worship of the times. Perfectionism 
was finding its way as one of the principal themes of 
American religion by 1870 (Synan, 1971:19-28). Despite such 
popularity of the doctrine of holiness, however, conflict 
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over it began to be felt in the Methodist Church during the 
1880 1 s as more and more Methodist l eaders questioned the 
basic premises of the Holiness movement. The controversy 
concluded in a rejection of the Holiness movement and an 
attack on its adherents . The direct result of the attempt 
to exterminate Holiness groups, however, was the creation of 
numerous new "Holiness " denominations and churches. The 
development of the new churches led to the formation of the 
group of denominations known as the Holiness movement , and 
an even larger group which became known as the Pentecostal 
movement (Synan, 19 71:45 - 54) . 
Two particular Holiness churches fated to play a 
significant role i n the Pentecostal movement were the Fire -
Baptized Holiness Church and the Pente costal Holiness Church, 
both of which were considered radical Holiness denominations . 
The Fire - Baptized Holiness Church was founded in Iowa in 
1895 by Benjamin Hardin Irwin. This denomination, in the 
doctrinal sense, was a direct forerunner of the modern 
Pentecostal movement - "By teaching that the baptism of the 
Holy Ghost was an experience separate from and subsequent to 
sanctification , it laid the basic doctrinal premise of the 
later movement (Synan , 1971 : 68) . 11 
Next , the Pentecostal Holiness Church had its 
beginnings in North Carolina in 1900 under the leadership 
of the Reverend A. B. Crumpler . Crurnpler's Pentecostal 
Holiness Church was quite similar to other ho l iness groups 
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in that its statement of faith included all the usual 
Wesleyan language regarding entire sanctification or Christ -
ian perfectionism as a second definite phase of experience 
for the believer. Other holiness doctrines, however, did 
mark this denomination as part of the radical branch of the 
holiness movement . Divine healing and premillennialism were 
doctrines held by the Pentecostal Holiness Church as well as 
restrictions against "worldliness , " "oyster stews," 
"needless ornamentation," and "tobacco" (Synan, 1971:71 - 72) . 
Ideolo g ically, then, the Holiness movement provided 
several emphases which have become the very crux of 
Pentecostalism . These emphases have been summarized by 
John Nichol (1966 : 7) as follows : 
(1) that there is a blessing to be sought and 
to be received subsequent to and distinct 
from conversion; 
(2) that one must seek to be led by the Spirit 
in all the affairs of life; 
(3) that revivals and camp meeting ought to be 
utilized for the purpose of winning con -
verts and rejuvenating the spiritual lives 
of the faithful; 
(4) that believers should maintain a vibrant 
hope in the imminent return of Christ; and 
(5) that one ought to forsake the world and 
shun a ll man ifestat i ons of "wor l dlin e s s " -
amusements , jewelry , use of cosmetics , 
l uxury . 
A doctrinal revo lu t i on occur r ed in 1906 at the 
renowned Azusa Street r evival i n Los Angeles where the 
phenomenon of speaking in tongues, otherwise known as 
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glossolalia, was experience .a, The pers on res.ponsi ble fol;' 
introducing glossolalia as a formally stated doctrine was 
the Reverend Charles Fox Parha m of Kansas. Parham distin-
guished speaking in tongues as the single evidence of 
one's having received the baptism with the Holy Spirit. It 
was also Parham who taught that thi s practice should be 
included as a regular occurrence at Christian worship 
services rather than a curious manifestation of religious 
enthusiasm. The Reverend Parham's teachings can be said to 
have provided the doctrinal foundation of the modern 
Pentecostal movement. Parham's thoughts preached by his 
followers, particularly W. J. Seymour, produced the famous 
Azusa Street revival and with it the phenomenal growth of 
the Pentecostal movement (Synan, 1971:95-99). 
W. J. Seymour, the distinguished preacher of the 
Azusa Street revival, received his theological training at 
a Bible school in Houston, Texas, operated by Parham. There, 
Parham taught Seymour that the Holiness movement had erred 
in proposing that sanctification was also the baptism with 
the Holy Spirit. For Parham, the latter event was a "third 
experience," separate in time and nature from the second 
event of sanctification (Synan, 1971:103). "Sanctification 
cleansed and purified the believer •, while the baptism with 
the Holy Spirit brought great power for service (Synan, 
1971:104)." Further, Parham held that the only Biblical 
evidence of one having received the baptism with the Holy 
Spirit was the act of glossolalia as the disciples had 
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experienced on the Day of Pentecost. This notion was the 
very one which was preached by Seymour at t he Azusa Street 
re viva l, namely, that every person who receiYed the 
"ba ptism" would respond as the disciples did on the Day of 
Pentecost, that is, speak in tongues (Kildahl, 1972:18; 
Nichol , 1966:32). 
In addition to the outbreak of tongues at Azusa Street, 
an important part of the early stages of the revival was 
the healing ministry. The emphasis on divine healing, 
undoubtedly, was responsible for drawing large crowds in 
the early days. The doctrine of divine healing was and has 
remained one of the most distinctive Pentecostal tenets. 
Healing is preached because Pentecostal adherents believe 
that liberation from physical illness is the right of all 
believers (Menzies, 1971:58; Nichol , 1966:15 - 61, 63). 
The significance of the Azusa Street revival , however, 
was that it acted as the agent which made tongues-speaking 
into a fully defined doctrine . The phenomenon had been 
manifested throughout the history of the Christian Church 
but had never been regarded as a necessary evidence of the 
baptism with the Holy Spirit (Nichol, 1966:19; Synan, 1971: 
119-1 21). It was Parharn's contention that glossol alia was 
necessary as the only "bil bical evidence" of the Holy Spirit 
baptism which caused disunion within the Holin ess movement. 
The adherents of the Pentecostal doctrine settled on one 
,. 
indisputable evidence which was supported by biblical 
citations and was the same for all. 
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Uniform Pentecostal doctrine, nonetheless, was not 
to remain unadulterated through time. The years 1914 to 
1919 have been recognized as a period of schism and 
realignment over doctrinal and theological issues. First, 
around 1914, the movement saw its most fundamental doctrinal 
severance. A bitter argument arose between two sectors of 
the Pentecostal movement over the issue of sanctification as 
a second work of grace. The conflict pitted those Pentecos-
tals who entered the movement with Holiness or Wesleyan 
backgrounds against those who had emerged from the Baptist 
denominations (Nichol, 1966:87; Synan, 1971:147, 192). In 
the first instance, the believers stressed the "second work 
of grace" theory, believing there is an experience subse-
quent to salvation whereby the believer is "entirely 
sanctified." The latter case, promulgated by William H. 
Durham, sought to invalidate the notion of sanctification as 
a second work of grace. Durham called his new doctrine, 
"The Finished Work,"proposing a view which reassigned 
sanctification to the act of conversion based on "the 
finished work of Christ on Calvary." Durham taught "that 
one was perfectly sanctified at conversion and had no need 
of a 'second change' later (Synan, 1971:148). 11 
The controversy over the "finished work" issue 
dissolved the period of doctrinal unity which had existed 
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within the Pentecostal movement since 1906. After 1914, the 
Pentecostal movement continued with members about equally 
divided between advocates of the "second work" and 
advocates of the "fini s.hed work" (Synan, 1971:153 ) . Due to 
this doctrinal cleavage, · all hope of a merger of all 
Pentecostal adherents into one body was discarded. 
A second theological division occurred in 191 6 over 
the "Jesus Only " issue. Proponents of this view insisted 
on baptism or rebaptism in the name of Jesus only as they 
believed that God the Father and the Holy Spirit were only 
"titles" referring to Jesus Christ, who alone made-up "t he 
Godhead" (Nichol, 1966:90; Synan, 1971:220-221). As a 
result of this denial of the Trinity, new Pentecostal 
denominations arose which were to be committed to the 
"Jesus Only" view. 
Overall, much like the Holiness movement from which 
they emanated, Pentecostals do not feel they have devised 
any new doctrine or rules. They trust that by preaching the 
"full gospel" they have simply been re-accentuating old 
doctrines. Such doctrines include: (1) the biblical 
significance on salvation and justification by faith; 
(2) the premillennial return of Christ; (3) an emphasis on 
divine healing; and (4) baptism with the Holy Spirit, 
evidenced by tongue-speaking, which affords a believer a 
spiritual capacity for extending that of one's natural 
abilities (Nichol, 1966:7-8). These doctrines, along with 
others not mentioned here, have been ridi cu led and/or 
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rejected by numerous members of American society . Yet they 
have persisted. People are now beginning to acknowledge 
the phenomenal growth and influence of Pentecostalism in 
modern religious history (Nichol, 1966:244 - 245). 
One Pentecostal denomination contributing to the 
growth and influence of the Pentecostal movement at large is 
the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee . This denomina -
tion is one of the oldest and most prominent branches of 
Pentecostalism in the United States. The doctrinal position 
of the Church of God is similar to that -of the other 
Pentecostal groups which emerged from the Holiness movement, 
emphasizing sanctification and personal holiness (Nichol, 
1966:101). 
The doctrine of entire sanctification reached the 
people located in thP hills of Western North Carolina in 
1896 when William Martin , Joe M. Tipton and Milton McNabb 
arrived from East Tennessee and held a revival in the 
Schearer Schoolhouse in Cherokee County, North Carolina . 
These three were self - proclaimed "evangelists" belonging to 
local Methodist and Baptist churches (Synan, 1971 : 80- 81) . 
The men became preachers of sanctification, claiming an 
experience similar to that of John Wesley . The preachers 
taught that sanctification was a particular and definite 
experience, distinct from the bapt i sm of the Spirit and from 
conversion (Hollenweger, 1972:50). "They urged people to 
seek a definite spiritual experience of sanctification which 
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would make holiness not only possible but natural (Conn , 
1955:17) ." 
The hill f olk of wes tern North Caro lina were trans -
formed in this revival. People who had . been disruptive 
bec ame upright ; drunkards stopped drinking; people who had 
bee n violent became docile . Holines s to these people was a 
practica l way of li v in g made poss ible by a god l y work of 
sanctification (Conn, 1955 : 23) . The r eviva l that began i n 
the Schearer Schoolhouse in 1896, stressing sanc tification 
and persona l holiness, formed the nucleus of what later 
became kn own as the "Church of God" of Cl ev eland, Tennessee 
(Synan , 1971:81). 
As several congregations of the Church of God of 
Cleveland , Tenn essee began t o emerge and grow slowly larger, 
the groups ' desire to maintain a close union between the 
congregations became of concern . In order to fulfill this 
preference of the congregati ons , the idea of an Annual 
Assembly was conceived in 19 05 with the First Annual Assembly 
meeting taking place on Januar y 26- 27, 19 06 . It was to be 
at these meetings that all fi na l decisions of th e growing 
Church would be made so that the programs of the various 
congregations would revolve around the same nucleus (Conn, 
1955:69). 
The Second Annual Assembly witnessed a growth in the 
body of Pentecostal doctrine. The stress at this meeting 
was placed on spiritual gifts , divine healing, and the 
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baptism of the Holy Ghost. The Church of God has consistent-
l y taug ht and adhered to the fundamental an d evangelical 
doctrines of Christianity, with an emphasis on a life of 
deeper spi r ituality for its members (Conn , 1955 :75 - 88) . 
The doctrinal solidari t y of the Church cf God is a 
un i que char a cter istic of the denomination. "It has 
f requently changed its ad ministrative stru ct ure and its rules 
of membership, but not once has it chan ged a single doctrine 
it has held from the beginning (Conn , 1955:272) ." At the 
1948 Assembly, the need tor a Declaration of Faith was 
discussed. A committee was appointed to compile such a 
document. The Declaration issued was not an exhaustive 
document of Faith, however, the Assembly accepted it. The 
Short Declaration , which has become the official statement 
of the Church of God belief , reads as follows: 
We believe: 
1 . In th~ verbal inspiration of the Bible. 
2. In one God et ernal ly existing in three persons; 
namely, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
3. That Jesus Christ is the only begotten Son of 
the Father, conceived of the Holy Ghost, and 
born of the Virgin Mary. That Jesus was 
crucified, buried, and raised from the dead. 
That He ascended to heaven and is today at 
the right hand of the Father as the 
Intercessor. 
4. That all have sinned and come short of the 
glory of God and that repentance is com-
manded of God for all and necessary for 
forgiveness of sins . 
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5. That justification, regeneration, and the new 
birth are wrought by faith in the blood of 
Jesus Christ. 
6 . In sanctification subsequent to the new birth, 
through faith in the blood of Christ; through 
the Word, and by the Holy Ghost. 
7. Holiness to be God's standard of living for 
His people. 
8. In the baptism with the Holy Ghost subsequent 
to a clean heart. 
9 . In speaking with other tongues as the Spirit 
gives utterance and that it is the initial 
evidence of the baptism of the Holy Ghost . 
10. In water baptism by immersion and all who 
repent should be baptized in the name of 
the Father, and of the Son , and of the Holy 
Ghost. 
11 . Divine healing is provided for all in the 
atonement. 
12. In the Lord's Supper and washing of the saints' 
feet. 
13. In the premillennial second coming of Jesus . 
First, to resurrect the righteous dead and to 
catch away the living saints to Him in the air. 
Second, to reign on the earth a thousand years. 
14. In the bodily resurrection: eternal life 
for the righteous and eternal punishment 
for the wicked (Conn, 1955:281). 
This Declaration of Faith is viewed as a proclamation of the 
tenets of faith first established forty-two years earlier by 
the twenty-one Pentecostal believers present at the First 
Annual Assembly ( Conn, 1955: 281-282). In forty-two ... years 
of change and expansion, the Church of God of Cleveland, 
Tennessee has kept pace with its time regarding its program 
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and methods. Doctrinal l y , however , it claims to be the same 
Church it was since its ince ption at th e turn of the century. 
Practice 
The second dimension of the nature of religious 
commitment to be discussed with r egard to the Pentecostal 
movement i s that of pract ice. The practice dimension 
through out the Pentecostal movement includes acts of worship 
and devotion, acts of f ormal and informal nat ures which were 
perfor med in order to carry out religious commit ment . 
Several Pentecostal practices of a formal and pub lic 
character were displayed at worship services characterized 
by emotional fervor, spontaneit y , and warmth (Synan, 1971: 
22, 200-201). Such ceremonial practices includ ed gene ral 
prayer, music, glosso lalia, and healing. General prayer 
was a practice at churc h services in which prayer was 
simultaneously voiced by the atten ding congregation. The 
effect of this practice was often times that of a d issonant 
mixture of voices. At times, however, the practice produced 
a chorus of harm on ized sounds (Boisen, 1955:82 ) . 
The use of music is noted as being one of the causes 
for the initial success of Pentecostalism. In their music, 
Pentecostals provided extensive opportunity for emotional 
release and for a high degree of participation thereby 
meeting psychological needs of people (Menzies, 1971:78; 
Nichol, 1966:64). The general effect of Pentecostal sin g ing 
was to give a person the sense of being entangled and fused 
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with the group . The various practices associated with 
Pentecostal music - dancing, clapping, use of various musical 
instruments, and zealous singing, "sanctifie d" activities 
which were otherwise abstained from - have been reported as 
compensation for the strict moral code adopted by the 
Pentecostals (Menzies , 1971:78). 
Third, the practice of glossolalia or speaking in 
ton gues is reported as unique in its capacity to fulfill 
several roles. As was c ited in the previous section, the 
practice of g lossolalia was introduced first, as a formal 
doctrine by the Reverend Charles Fox Parham in approximately 
1904. Parham declared "speaking in tongues" as the sole 
evidence of one's having received the baptism with the Holy 
Ghost . Parham then went on to teach that glossolalia should 
be a part of regular worship services rather than a peculiar 
result of religious fervor. These precepts, taught by 
Parham, laid the doctrinal foundations of the modern 
Pentecostal movement (Synan, 1971:99). Glossolalia also 
fulfilled a third role in that a person might possess the 
"gift" of tongues, one of the nine gifts of the Spirit. The 
usage of glossolalia, in this instance , was for the enlight-
enment of the church . When manifested it was often followed 
by an interpretation (Nichol, 1966:13). Because of its 
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ability to fulfill several functions , the importance of the 
practice of glossolalia should not be underestimated. 
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Lastly, the practice of divine healing has occurred 
intermittentl y in Pentec ostal ch urches. While the doctrine 
of div in e hea li ng has consistently been stressed by 
Pentecostal ch urche s, the actual pr actice was uncommon until 
1945. "In the years following V- J Day, the practice of 
praying for the sick was revived on a scale hitherto unknown 
(Nichol , 1966:221) . " Healing has been practiced by Pentecos -
tal adherents for the same reasons it has been preached by 
them, namely , " ... because Pentecos ta ls believe that deliver -
ance from physi cal sickness is provided for in the atonement 
and is the privilege of all believers (Nichol , 1966 : 16)." 
Pentecos t al practices of a public nature were also 
exhibited apar t from worship services. These practices 
included camp meet ings and forei gn missions . First, the 
history of Pentec ostal camp meetings extends back to what 
may be consider ed the start of the modern Holiness movement 
in the United States - the Vineland, New Jersey camp meeting 
on July 17, 186 7. The Vineland camp meeting , the first 
"National Camp Meeting for the Promotion of Holiness," 
initiated a new era in Methodism, an era embraced by the 
birth and growth of the modern Holiness movement from which 
the Pentecostal movement eventu al l y emerged (Synan , 1971:37). 
The Vineland camp meeting and several camp meetings 
thereafter, although interdenominational, were dominated by 
Methodists. The camps took place mainly on Methodist camp -
grounds and in affiliation with Methodist annual conferences. 
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The ol d- t i me r evi va l se r v i ce s wh i c n had be en the usual 
ritual at t hese ca~ p meet i ngs, howev er , ev ent ually be gan to 
fade out i n Me t hodi sm. Meet in gs f ille d wit h religious 
enthusiasm and its "shouts an d ha lleluj ahs" were being 
replaced wi t h se rvices which incl uded lectures on semi -
religi ou s and secular t opics ( Synan, 1971 : 37- 42). 
Meanwhile , during this period , the Holiness movement 
had found unusual acceptance in the Methodist Churc h . One 
of the r easons for the movement's acceptance was the belief 
by many that " ... the National Holiness Movement might save 
the camp meeting, which seemed on the verge of dying out in 
Methodis m (Synan, 1971:41 ) ." Adherents of the Holiness 
crusade felt that the movement could save the normal ritual 
of the old - time revi val service with all its religious 
fervor. Indeed , the National Holiness Movement was success -
ful in rejuvenating the camp meetings (Synan , 1971:42). 
Further , when Pentecostal meetings were established, they 
inherited the enthusiastic religious fervor of the camp 
meetings revived by the National Holiness Movement . 
Pentecostal meetings "promoted holiness" as did the early 
Methodist meetings (Synan , 1971:217, 223). 
A second Pentecostal practice of a public character, 
exhibited apart from church services , is foreign missions. 
"The sacrifice and devotion of Pentecostals i n the area of 
foreign missions ... enabled them to gain adherents rapidly 
(Ni chol, 1966:67 - 68) . " The Pentecostal missionary progr-am 
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in its early days was a "faith" endeav or. The workers of 
th e program were not guaranteed any de f inite amount of 
support . Rather, they were promised that any available funds 
would be faithfully distributed to them (Nichol, 1966:68). 
The Pentecostal missionaries and their message were 
greeted with a warm reception in other la nds. The principal 
reason which accounted for such a warm acceptance of the 
missionaries was believed to be the policy of establishing 
indigenous churches . Pentecostal mission directors proclaimed 
that they did not send workers to "Americanize" people in 
other lands but to help establish national self-supporting 
churches, to let the people guide their religious ways 
according to their own interpretation of the Bible. It is 
claimed that such a policy was not initiated consciously . 
Nevertheless, it did prove to be successful and was later 
imitated by many of the larger denominations (Nichol , 1966 : 
68) . 
Pentecostals a l so exhibited practices of a more 
private and informal nature . While some of these practices 
were positive in nature, for example, private prayer and 
daily reading of the Bible in the privacy of the believers' 
homes, many others invo l ved strictures on the behavior of 
Pentecostals i n their day - to-day living . Since a great 
number of Pentecosta l s came from the Holiness movement , they 
naturally held rather puritanical views regarding dress and 
needless ornamentation, eating habits, tobacco and alcohol, 
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and so forth (Hollenweger, 1972:401 - 402 ; Nichol, 1966:80, 
91; Synan, 1971:72 ). 
For example, among some Pentecostal groups during the 
early days of the movement, members were forbidden to wear 
flashy colors in dress, short dresses, low necks, bright 
ties, etc. The practice of wearing unnecessary jewelry -
rings (sometimes including wedding rings ) , ear - rings, 
bracelets, and pins - was also frowned upon by some 
(Hollenweger, 1972:402; Nichol , 1966:91). Restrictions 
regarding eating habits inv olved taboos against certain 
foods. For some Pentecostal groups, pork was condemned, 
while for others, it was snakes, fish, the blood of animals, 
and so forth. The violation of a food taboo often brought 
with it the duty of the church to discipline the offender 
(Hollen weger , 1972 : 402). 
Further, most Pentecostals opposed the use of tobacco 
and alcohol. They renounced smoking as unchristian and, 
except for Pentecostals residing in Europe, they all 
abstained from alcohol (Hollenweger, 1972:401-402; Nichol, 
1966:93 ) . As noted, however, these practices, along with 
the others discussed, were not displayed by all Pentecostal 
groups. Bitter disputes were often erupted between groups 
who exhorted differing practices, each firmly believing in 
their own activities and unwilling to depart from them. For 
each group, the success in carrying out their respective 
practices in their day - to - day living, meant that they were 
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that much closer to living a life of "victor y over sin" 
(Synan, 1971:19). 
Various Pentecostal practices, however, elicited 
hostility toward early Pentecostals from both within and 
outside of the movement. Early Pentecostals were suspe~ted 
by outsiders of practicing everything peculiar and erroneous. 
Much of this suspicion was evoked by extremists within the 
movement whose activities such as snake-handling, trances, 
and the use of magical powders, supported the fabricat io ns 
already in circulation (Synan, 1971:186). Similar criticisms 
of Pentecostal practices from within the movement also 
focused on the actions of extremists. For example, when the 
Reverend Charles Fox Parham arrived at the Azusa Street 
Revival in Los Angeles in 1906, " ... he was shocked by the 
'h oly roller' aspects of the services and made efforts to 
correct the 'extremes and fanaticism,' which he felt had 
gone 'beyond the bounds of common sense and reason' (Synan, 
1971:112)." Parham was asked to leave the meeting because 
of his criticisms. Even after bein g barred from Azusa 
Street, Parham criticized its leader, W. J. Seymour, and 
" ... continued his denunciation of the Azusa Street meeting 
as a case of 'spiritual power prostituted' to the 'awful 
fits and spasms' of . the 'holy rollers and hypnotists' 
(Synan, 1971:112)." 
Other striking practices exhibited by Pentecostals 
also evoked public criticism. Such activities included 
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speaking in tongues, interpretation of tongues, and the 
"laying on of hands" for divine healing. Despite the fact 
that these practices were regarded by Pentecostal adherents 
to be signs that members were "possessed" by the Holy Spirit, 
skeptical outsiders considered them to be signs of lunacy 
and fanaticism (Synan, 1971:187 - 188) . In summary, therefore, 
while criticisms of assorted Pentecostal practices , from both 
within and outside of the movement , were at times one and 
the same, other instances displayed a profound difference 
of opinion. 
In focusing our concentration on the Church of God, 
the denomination 's desire to maintain a close association 
between congregations by means of Annual Assemblies , must 
again be recog n ized (seep . 28). The Annual Assemblies 
served as meetings where all final decisions of the Church 
would be made so that the programs of the various congrega -
tions would be founded on the same bases (Conn , 1955:69). 
Some of the decisions made at the Annual Assemb li es involved 
declaring which practices would be conducted by the l oc al 
church groups. 
During the First Annual Assembly in 1906 , the dele-
gates representing the four ch urch es then established, 
disputed several practices of a formal and public character 
including foot-washing and Sunday schools. It was resolved 
by the delegates that foot-washing was an established rite 
on the same level as the sacrament of communion and should 
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be executed by each local church at least once a year (Conn, 
1955:65; Synan, 1971:87). The delegates also supporte d and 
approved the or ganization of Sunday schools in the pro grams 
of the local con gregations (Synan, 1971:87). 
Besides disputes over foot-wash ing an d Sunda y schools 
at the First Assembly, the representatives debated the 
addition of famil y wor sh ip services and mi dweek prayer 
services to each church's weekly program. Family worship 
was stressed as essential to every Christian household and 
subsequently the pro posal of weekly family worship services 
was approved (Conn, 1955 :65; Synan, 1971:87). The Assembly's 
wish to insert midwee k prayer services as part of each 
congregation's weekly sc hedule was also accepted. These 
services, however, were not urged as preachi ng episodes 
but as occasions f or "devotional and inspiratio nal worship" 
(Conn, 1955 :65 ). 
In additi on to making decisions at the Annua l 
Assemblies about which practice s wou ld be carried out by 
local church groups, the Assemblies them s elves exhibited 
practices also exercised in local worship services. Such 
practices i nc luded divine healing and glossolalia or 
speaking in tongues. 
In every Assembly there were remarkable 
spiritual manifestations. Many affected persons 
were healed sometimes in the regular services 
and sometimes in special services held for the 
purpose of praying for the sick. Frequent 
messages were giv en in tongues and inter-
preted, generally an exhortation of admonition 
to more devoted christian living ... 
(Conn, 1955:1 36). 
.,; 
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Church of God practi ces of a public nature were also 
displayed independently of church services . As with t he 
Pentecostal movement in ge neral, these practices i nvolved 
camp meetings ·and foreign missions . Al though camp meetings 
had been common in some places during the early years · of 
the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennes s ee, it wasn' t until 
the Nineteenth Annual Assembly (1924) that a camp meeting for 
each state was supported and encouraged. Soon , ever y state 
had an annual camp meeting last i ng anywhere from three days 
to two weeks in len gth , with ~ach day full of different 
ser v ices - song, wors hi p , preaching, etc. - from be f or e dawn 
unt il after midnight. Today, the annual camp meeting is an 
expected practice of every state's schedule although , the 
duration of the meetings i s somewhat shorter - genera ll y 
las ting about one week (Conn , 1955:197 - 198). 
The Church of God 's foreign missions program began in 
1910 with R. M. Evans, their first mission ary . The Churc h 
was no t able to offer Mr. Evans a "faith" program, assuring 
him tha i any available funds would be faithfully dist ributed 
t o him. Therefore, Evans ' mission was without finan cia l 
support from the Church. Eva ns so ld his home and his few 
farm animals in order to buy a wagon and a team of mu les . 
Along with pis wife, he drove three hundred miles to Miami, 
Florida, stor~d the wagon, and sold the mules. With the 
pr oc eeds, Evans booked passa ge f or him and his wife to the 
Bahamas. Although the Churc h of God's missi ons progr am 
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began under unsta bl e conditions, th e program has since been 
characterized by increa sing activity (Conn, 1955 :2 58; 
Nichol, 1966:68). 
Anoth er prac t ice of a public nature carried out by 
t he Church of God denomination is the revival . Rev iv als 
have been a part of the Church of God of Cleveland , Tennessee , 
sin ce it s early days, wi th one of its first re vivals occur -
ring at Camp Creek. The Camp Creek re vival consisted of 
singing followed by testimonies, in which people stood and 
shared with the othe rs their sp iritual experiences . These 
testimonies served to comfort and inform those who had 
gathe red together . After the testimonies , came the time of 
prayer . The time of prayer at the revival was similar to 
what was referred t o as "general prayer" earlier in this 
section (seep . 31) . Prayer was simultaneously vo iced by 
all thos e in attendance, prod ucin g a concert - li ke effect. 
This was followed by the sermon by one of the eva nge lists 
present and a call for sinners wanting to repent and seekers 
for the experience of sanctification to meet at the altar 
(Conn, 1955 : 18- 19) . 
In addit i on to the activities present at the Camp 
Cree k r evival , revival serv i ces were also accompanied by 
su ch demonstrat i ons as weeping , t ra nces, dancing , g l osso l a-
li a , interpretat i ons, and other actions (Conn , 1955:98 - 99) . 
Revivals, with al l th e ir fervor and enthusiasm, continued . 
Preachers cont i nued to be sent to areas believed ready for 
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revival, ready to hear the message of the Church (Conn , 
1955:121, 132) . 
Fin a ll y , two other practices of a public sort are 
recognized by the Church of God , namely, orphanages and 
women's gr oups . The first orphanage was opened on 
December 17 , 1920 under the direction of Mrs . Lillian Kinsey. 
Mrs. Kinsey had four children under her care. Although it 
was a small beginning , " ... the care of orphans would become 
a permanent and prominant facet of the Church of God and 
its miss i on upon th e earth (Conn , 1955:15 3) ." The care of 
orphans was an outstanding aspect of the local congregation 
studied for the present project . 
To be fair to the many women's groups which existed 
throughout the history of the Church of God of Cleveland , 
Tennessee, the groups ' works must be recognized as more 
than material and physical. Many women's groups met f or 
devo tions , for prayer, for handing out literature, for 
visiting people at their homes or in the hospital, or for 
other charitable purposes (Conn, 1955:246- 247 ) , The women 
at the l ocal Pentecostal Church a ls o met for some of th ese 
same purposes. 
Adherents of the Church of God also carried out 
practices of a private and informal character. Many of 
these practices involved restrictions on the behavior of 
adherents in their everyday living. For example, members 
of some congregations were forbidden such thin gs as meats, 
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sweets and medicinal foods. Also, as was common in most 
Pentecostal denominations, the use of tobacco was forbidden; 
the habit was viewed as immoral. The strong condemnation 
of the use of tobacco in the Churc h of God of Cleveland, 
Tennessee has been prevalen t in th e Church's movement since 
it was agreed upon by the delegates at the First Annual 
Assembly in 1906 (Conn, 1955:41-42, 66; Synan, 1971:87). 
Various Church of God practices, not unlike those of 
the Pentecostal movement in gener a l, evoked criticism. 
Public criticism of members of the Church of God and some 
of their practices originated from outsiders perceptions of 
an obsession by the Church 's adherents to be spiritual. 
The public sensed such an intense desire by members to be 
spiritual that the things not even enjoined by the Scrip-
tures were forbidden. Members of the Church who performed 
such practices, however, did not view them as the outsiders 
did. Members , who frantically wanted to be spiritual, had 
been led to believe that the more severely they restrained 
their desires, the more Christ -li ke their natures would 
become (Conn, 1955: 41-42). 
Members of the Church of God also did not agree with 
the criticisms addressed to them in response to the emotional 
features of their services. Because of the emotional 
aspects of most worship services, the epithet "hol y rollers" 
was frequently applied. The phrase, "holy rollers,'' 
however, has been declared a misnomer by members since 
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"rolling" is very rare dur i ng servi ces (Conn, 1955:91, 13 0) . 
In sum, unlike the Pentec os t a l mov ement in general, public 
criticisms lodged against Church of God members and some 
of their practices were not c oncur r ed in by people wi t hin 
the Church. At least, I did not come across any such agr ee-
ment in the research for this pr oj ect. 
Knowledge 
The knowledge dimen s i on of the nature of religi ous 
commitment is a necessar y dimen s i on in the sense that th e 
tenets and practices of a reli gi on must be known i f they are 
to be believed and acted upon (Stark and Glock, 1968:141). 
The beliefs and practices o f a religio n , however, may als o 
be adopted in "virtual ignorance." The y may be seriousl y 
clung to but not understood. Ther e f or e, religious institu-
tions look for their members to do more than recognize the 
basic tenets and practices of their religion. They expect 
a certain level of comprehension (Stark and Glock, 1968:141 ) . 
The topic of this section invol ves an investigation into the 
means provided by the Pentecostal movement, apart fro m 
worship services, to help its adherents gain an understandi ng 
of the beliefs and practices peculiar to the movement. 
To the disadvantage of the Pentecostal movement's 
desire to aid members in acquiring a comprehension of its 
doctrine and practices, many of the movement's early leaders 
were anti-intellectual. The leaders believed that it was 
better to be "divinely trained rather than book trained," 
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tha t thos e who were "divinely trained " needed no one to 
educate them (Nichol, 1966:77 - 78). The antagonism toward 
educatio n by early Pentecostal leaders, as noted previously, 
was evidenced by their denunciatio n of Darwinism. Darwinism 
was considered a "false doctrine" composed of heretical 
teachings. The theory of evolution contradicted the 
members ' belief in creation (Hollenweger, 1972:273, 296 and 
Synan, 1971 : 57) . The leaders protested against such currents 
of thought as Darwinism because these kinds of intellectual 
notions disputed the tenets put forth by their faith and 
thereby posed a threat to their "old - time r eligion" (Synan , 
1971:57-5 8) . 
Despite early leaders' protest against intellectualism, 
as the Pentecostal movement grew the attitude toward 
education changed. Administrators of the movement realized 
that the movements ' adherents and youth were advancing 
through life without any training in Pentecostal - Christian 
principles. Consequently , Bible institutes, Bible colleges , 
and liberal arts colleges were organized by various 
Pentecostal denominations (Nicho l, 1966 : 213 - 232) . 
One of the first Bible schools, Bethel Bible College, 
was established by the Reverend Charles Fox Parham in 
Topeka, Kans a s in 1900. Parham imposed no tuition, the 
school was run on the "faith" policy that " ... God would 
pr ovide all material requirements through the freewill , 
unsolicited gifts of interest ed Christ ians (Nichol, 1966: 
27). " Due to harsh criticisms advanced by established 
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churches and unfavorable pu blicity generated by newspape r s, 
Parham was later forced to cl o se Bethel Bible College 
(Nichol, 1966:29 and Synan , 1971:1 03). 
Several years later, in 1905, Parham moved to Houston, 
Texas and established anothe r Bible school, "The Bible 
Training School," for th e di s se mination of his views. The 
Texas school was fashioned aft er the one he had organized in 
Topeka. The school again char ged no tuition; it was run on 
the "faith" polic y . The s tud ents were required to help in 
performing the tasks necessary to maintain the institution. 
The Bible was the only text and Parham was the only teacher. 
The Bible Training School operated only a few months before 
closing (Nichol, 1966:31-32 and Synan, 1971:103). 
As occupation with con t roversy and schism within the 
Pentecostal movement during the period of 1914-1919 decreased, 
the various Pentecostal groups entered a period of 
institutional growth which was to last till the present. 
The development of Pentecostalism into a worldwide organiza-
tion of churches brought about a new era of Bible schools 
and colleges to minister to the movement. More institutions 
included the following: Lee College, the first denominational-
ly owned school, was established in 1918 by the Church of 
God of Cleveland, Tennessee; Emmanuel College, founded in 
1919, was organized by the Pentecostal Holiness Church in 
Franklin Springs, Georgia; Central Bible Institute, the 
Assemblies of God's first denominational institution, was 
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founded in Springfield, Missouri, in 1922 and; the same 
denomination also established its first liberal arts college, 
Evangel College, in Springfield, in 1955 (Synan, 1971:209, 
222). 
One other institution which seemed to hold promise 
for the future of Pentecostalism was Oral Roberts University 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The school was founded by Oral Roberts 
and R. O. Corvin and advertised itself as the first 
unequivocally Pentecostal university in the United States . 
This educational facility started classes in 1965 " ... with 
plans for a hundred-million-dollar campus that would house 
a first-rate university, offering, in time, doctoral 
programs in several fields (Synan, 1971:210)." Shortly 
after the dedication of the school , however, Roberts stunned 
the religious world by joining the Methodist Church. 
Although a great deal of Roberts' support in his early days 
had come from Pentecostals, by the 1960 1 s, a greater portion 
of his income came from members of the more established or 
traditional churches. Roberts' desertion of the Pentecostal 
movement shattered the dream of his university becoming an 
educational center for the Pentecostal world (Synan , 1971: 
210). 
Despite the disappointment over the Oral Roberts 
University situation, by 1970 Pentecostal churches had 
established dozens of Bible colleges and other educational 
facilities (Synan, 1971:222). The fact that the pioneer 
leaders of the Pentecostal movement incorporated several 
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preachers with no educational training, but talents vital to 
their work, was a unique instance which did not suffice as 
a justification for inadeq uate training (Hollenweger, 1972: 
472). In order to provide people with proper training and 
to help them and others gain an understanding of the beliefs 
and practices peculiar to the Pentecostal movement, various 
Pentecostal denominations established educational institutio ns 
throughout the nation. 
Turning to the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee, 
one find s that the need for edu cat ion of the beliefs and 
practices specific to this denomination was created by the 
fanaticism which had gradually entered the movement and had 
continued untapered (Conn, 1955:44). The fanaticism had 
continued unabated and increased the Church's vulnerability 
to the "false teachers" who penetrated the denomination. It 
is recorded that the Church was unprotected against "false 
teachers" because the Church structure lacked any form of 
government. With this conclusion, measures were taken to 
remedy the shortcoming in the Church System. The Church 
reorganized in May, 1902, with a simple design of government 
to protect the group from future intruders (Conn, 1955:44-
45). Having taken steps to safeguard the group against 
future exposure to heresy, the Church of God went to work to 
provide guidance to its members as to the beliefs and 
practices particular to the denomination. 
During the first year after the reorganization of the 
Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee, an important change 
took place in the worship services in response to t he 
misdirection and misde vo tion which ha d occurred . 
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Teachin g be came a prominent part of the meetin g s, 
and ther e were many gatherings where the ~cr i ptures 
wer e d i s cuss ed by t he entire group. This gave 
oppor tun i ty f or i nstruction in vital issues 
per t i nent t o i nd i vidu al needs. These sessions were 
an out cr oppi ng of t heir determination that no 
f ut ure r ampage of f a naticism would catch them 
unprep ar ed . I n the past when great crowds were 
pr esen t , t he s er vi ces had been evangelistic to 
t he neglect of t horough pastoral teaching. 
Basic i n stru c ti ons in the Pentecostal faith had 
seemed suffi c ient, but now, ... more serious 
stu dy of the Scri ptures became much in evidence 
(Conn , 1955 :4 8- 49) . 
The response to the fanaticism which had infiltrated its 
structur e provided the denomination's adherents with an 
opportunity to better understand the beliefs and practices 
specific to the Church of God . This helped the group to 
ac h ie ve a better balance of doc t rinal comprehension and 
evangelistic fervor (Conn, 1955 :49 ). 
Later the Church of God; established several 
educational facilities which served to as s is t i n t he compre-
hension of its tenets and practices and t o train members f or 
efficient service in the local communities. The Church of 
God furnished its members in the United States with both 
junior college and Bible college institutions at Lee College 
in Cleveland, Tennessee, West Coast Bible College at Fresno, 
California, and Northwest Bible College in Minot, North 
Dakota (Nichol, 1966:101). Of these three educational 
institutions, Lee College is probably the best known. 
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Lee College , so named after one of the most well-
known General Overseers of the Church of God of Cleveland, 
Tennessee, F . J . Lee, was the first denominationally owned 
college. The Church of God organized the school in 1918 
(Synan, 1971:209, 222). The more gifted of the college's 
students can earn a bachelor's degree in" ... ' biblical 
education,' ' church music,' 'Christian education,' and 
' combined areas of Bible and music ' (Hollenweger, 1972:51)." 
Lastly, aside from teachings at worship services and 
studies at educational facilities, the Church of God hoped 
to help its members gain an understanding of its doctrine 
and rituals by adopting a more systematic organization of 
its Sunday Schools. The delegates at the Annual Assembly 
of 1928 decided that every state should have a "State Sunday 
Scho ,ol Convention " and a "Dis trict Sunday School Convention" 
and further , that each state provide a state superintendent 
of Sunday Schools and a superin tendent of Sunday Schools for 
each district within the state . The Church's more efficient 
organization of its Sunday Schools is reported to have 
" ... made the work of Christian education more widespread, 
and its program more effective (Conn , 1955:206) . " 
In summary, the Church of God of Cleveland , Tennessee, 
has tried by a ·number of means to help as many of its 
members as poss ibl e to gain an und erstand in g of i ts tenets 
and practices . Such means include teachings at worship 
services, studies at colleges like Lee College , and employment 
of a more systemat ic organization of its Sunday Schools in 
' 
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order to educate a greater number of people, using a more 
effective program. Overall, the denomination has provided 
a variety of means to educate its members as to its doctrine 
and practices . 
Experience 
Religious exp erienc e is the dimension of religious 
commitment which considers the notion that religious groups 
expect "properl y " religious people , at some time, to attain 
some kind of communication, some sense of contact, with a 
supernatural agency . Such contacts or experiences provide 
for a diverse grouping of events ranging from vague or 
fleeting contacts to "raptur ous mystical" encounters with 
some divine essence . Assured ly, r eligions vary as to the 
type and degree of experience considered "pr oper " in their 
respective traditions . Nevertheless, a personal religious 
experience, in any religion, is accredited some value as an 
indication of individual religiousness (Stark and Glock , 
1968:15, 125-126). 
Pente costa lism , throughout its history has placed 
great emphasis on individuals' conscious religious experi-
ences. Beginning with Methodism, empirical evidence of 
salvation is what John Wesley and his adherents sought to 
present to the world. Next, the doctrine of holiness, which 
was common to all Pentecostal groups, was essentially a 
matter of religious experience . The harshness of Pentecostal 
daily living served as a means for securing and retaining a 
religious experience or as a demonstration of their faith 
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in the power of an experience. Furthermore , it has been 
reported that the early Pentecostals stressed a religious 
experience rather than a system of doctrine or church 
administration (Boisen, 1955:77; Nichols, 1966 : 55; Synan, 
1971:14). 
Two of the first religious experiences stressed by 
early Pentecostals stemmed from John Wesley's theology 
which molded the Methodist movement. Wesley's notions on 
theology included two distinct phases of experience for the 
believer: the first , conversion or justification, and the 
second, Christian perfection, or sanctification . In the 
first encounter, the repenter was forgiven for the sins he/ 
she committed, became a Christian, but still held a remnant 
of sin within . This remaining sin was the outcome of Adam's 
misfortune and had to be treated by a "secon d blessing," 
known as sanctification. This cleansed the believer of 
"inward sin" and presented him/her with "p erfect love" toward 
God and fellow believers. Wesley taught a perfection of 
motives and desires , not a perfection which would be sinless . 
The followers of Wesley ' s teachings sought his proposed 
perfection through the "double cure" of conversion and 
sanctification (Synan, 1971:18, 32). 
Later, a third experience , separate from and following 
sanctification , was taught by Benjamin Hardin Irwin and 
was promoted by Charles Fox Parham. Irwin's idea was that 
the baptism of the Holy Ghost was an experience distinct 
from and subsequent to sanctificatio"n (Synan, 1971:68) . 
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The experience involves the idea that a Christian can achieve 
"f ull holiness" or "entire sanctification " only when "' ... he 
abandons all efforts and all ows the Holy Spirit to live 
within him the life of Christ .' When the Spirit makes His 
abode within , it wi ll be manifested by the believer 's 
experiencin g a definite emot i onal reaction. This is his 
baptism in the Spirit . .. (Nichol , 1966:6) . 11 
The "d efinite emotional reaction" which became , for 
Pentecostals, the eviden c e of the baptism of the Holy Ghost 
was the pheno menon of speaking with ton gues or glosso lali a . 
The first time the ex perience of glosso lalia was assoc iated 
with the experience of being baptized or filled with th e 
Holy Ghost as the physical evidence appears to be at the 
Topek a reviva l led by Par ham (Menzies, 197 1: 39) . The event 
at the revi val was described as follows: 
... Parham and his students conducted a 
watchnight service on December 31 , 1900, 
which was to continue in to the new year . 
In this service, a student named Agnes 
N. Ozman re quested Parham to la y hands 
on her head and pray for her to be bap -
tize d with the Holy Ghost with the 
eviden ce of speakin g in t ongues . It was 
after midn i ght and th e first day of the 
twentieth century when Miss Ozman 
be gan 'speaking in the Chinese language' 
while a 'halo seemed to surround her 
head and face .' ... After Ozman experienced 
'tongues' the rest of the students sought 
and received the same experience. Some-
what later Parham himself received the 
experience and began to preach it in all 
his services (Synan, 1971:101 - 102) . 
The significance of thes e events in Topeka, Kansas was 
that for the first time the theme of being filled with the 
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Holy Ghost was connected to an external in d ication -
speaking in tongues. From this po int on for the Pentecostals , 
th e evidence, the physical manife stat ion, that believers had 
be en bapt i ze d with the Holy Gho st was tha t they could 
co mmunicate i n other tongues (Nicho l, 1966:28) . 
The exp erience of bei ng bapt i zed with t he Holy Ghost , 
evid en ce d by speaking i n tong u es, was also widely acc lai med 
at th e Azu sa St r eet rev ival in California i n 1906. There a 
mu ltitude of pe ople "fell under the power " and be gan t o 
sp eak i n othe r to ngues (Nichol, 1966:33 and Synan, 1971:107) . 
Scores of peo p le went to Azusa Street expecting spiritual 
he lp , and t hrough the supernatural encount 'er of "bapti sm" 
indicated by g loss olalia and rep orted ly, in some inex pl icable 
way, they received the he l p (Nichol, 1966:34) . 
Although the experience of speaking in tongues 
receive d great attention at both the Topeka and Azusa Street 
revival s, it should again be noted t ha t the phenomenon was 
not a Pentecostal innovation . In one form or another 
glossolalia has shown itself thr oug hout the history of the 
Christian Church. As records have indicated, many periods 
of Christian his to ry have been frequented by sporadic out-
bursts of glossolalia (Nichol, 1966:19 and Synan, 1971 :119). 
Therefore, the outbreaks of tongues at Topeka and Azusa 
Street were recurrences of an acknowledged Christian 
phenomenon. In th e Pentecostal tradition, however, this 
phenomenon represented a "repeata b le and unmistakable motor 
expressio n " whic h acted as physical evidence, as a guarantee , 
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that the believer was filled with the Spirit (Synan , 1971: 
122) . 
Assuredly, in Pentecostalism, speakin g in tongues 
probably has been the most recognized experience or evidence 
of one's baptism with the Holy Ghos t. Nonetheless, other 
indications also have been considered by Pentecostals to be 
signs of "possession" by the Holy Ghost. Such indications 
include" ... interpretation of tongues, the ' hol y dance,' 
the 'holy laugh,' and the ' lay ing on of hands' for divine 
healing (Synan, 1971:187-18 8) ." These experiences, along 
with speaking in tongues, have provided Pentec ostal believers 
with more than the mystical presence of God . They have 
exhibited the physical presence of the supreme being as well, 
making it real and accessible to the "common man' (Menzies , 
1971:27). 
In essence, therefore , the experiences presently 
discussed serve as physical manifestations which represent 
some sense of contact between a Pentecostal believer and 
God. The religious experiences, for the most part , take 
the form of motor phenomena and in some cases, for example, 
the "holy dance" or glossolalia, the behavior exhibited 
cannot ~egin to be explained by outside observers. Such 
unexplicable experiences have not and do not concern 
Pentecostal members. Pentecostals " ••• to find themselves 
doing things they can ' t account for is for them the all 
sufficient evidence of control by the Holy Spirit (Boisen , 
1955:91)." In sum, experiences such as glossolalia, divine 
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healing, and the "holy dance," which evidence one's baptism 
with the Holy Spirit, represent some of the personal 
religious experiences which the Pentecostal movement has 
valued as signs of its members' religiousness throughout its 
history. 
Looking at the particular Pentecostal denomination 
of the Church of God of Cleveland , Tennessee, one finds that 
the religious experiences valued as indications of members' 
religiousness are essentially the same as those valued by 
the Pentecostal movement in general . That is, throughout 
the history of the Church of God , the experiences of conver-
sion, sanctification, baptism with the Holy Ghost evidenced 
by glossolalia, and divine healing have been considered 
subjective religious experiences, individual encounters with 
God, valued as signs of religiousness. The Church of God, 
before it was known as such, first realized the experiences 
at a revival at Schearer Schoolhouse at Camp Creek in 
Cherokee County, North Carolina in 1892. 
Aside from the reportedly hundreds of people who were 
converted and filled with the Holy Spirit at the Camp Creek 
revival, many afflicted people experienced divine healing. 
Unfortunately, the diseases and illnesses that were 
remedied were not recorded in any written fashion, but the 
healings which took place are said to have been "miraculous" 
(Conn, 1955:27), Divine healing was another experience, 
another kind of personal communication between a believer 
and a supernatural agency - God , which was valued by the 
Church of God as an in dication of that believer's 
religiousness. 
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So, the Church of God of Cleveland , the oldest of the 
Pentecostal denominations - i ts existence dating from 1886 -
did not ha ve any sort of major display of religious 
experiences for the first ten years of its existence (Conn, 
195 5 :xxii ) . Even at Camp Creek the Church's members did not 
full y understand the sign i ficance of the rel i gious experie nc es 
they encountered, especially, the baptism with the Holy Ghost . 
The members saw i n this experience only "supernatural joy" 
and "ph ysi ca l manifestation." With time, however, the 
experien ce " . .. would teach them, eve n before the Scr iptures, 
that th ey had received infinitely more than joy. They were 
made partakers of ... - the Comforter - the Third Person of 
the triune of God (Conn , 1955:26) . " 
As the Church of God grew, re li gi ous experiences 
consistentl y appeared at such functions as revivals and 
annual assemblies. For example, many people who attended 
the Pleasa nt Grove revival in 1907 underwent conversion, 
many were healed, and a good number expe rienced th e .baptism 
with the Holy Ghost evidenced by speaking in tongu es and 
other demonstrations such as interpretations of tongues, 
dancing , and trances (Conn, 1955:98) . Als o , at the Third 
Annua l Assembly, which too took place in 1908, many people 
who were "demon - possessed" were converted, many afflicted 
persons ex per ienced healin g , an d aga in, a good many received 
the Holy Ghost (Conn, 1955:91 - 92) . 
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While most annual assemblies displayed a variety of 
religious experiences such as tongues, healing, baptism with 
the Holy Ghost and so forth , some assemblies emphasized or 
concentrated on but one experience . For example , the 
Assembly of 1924 (Nineteenth) focused on divine healing, 
reflecting the intenseness of the General Overseer , which 
was at that time W. J . Lee, on the subject. Each evening 
service of the Asse mbly was devoted to praying for the 
afflicted and repor tedly , hund reds were healed (Conn, 1955 : 
136, 195 ) . 
In sum, the history of the Church of God of Cl eve l and , 
Tenness ee has disclosed various religious experiences. 
These experiences such as conversion , sanctification, 
baptism with the Holy Ghost evidenced by tongues , and divine 
healing, are a diverse set of evidences which represent for 
' 
the Church a sense of personal communication with the divine 
essence of God . This sense of contact is valued by the 
Church as an indicati on of individual rel i giousness. 
Conclusion 
The present chapter has looked select i vely at the 
histories of the Pentecostal movement in general and of th e 
Church of God of Cleveland , Tennessee i n part i cu l ar. The 
histories foc u sed on the natures of the ir r eligious commit-
ments. Thi s emphasis serves to h i ghl i ght the co ntexts 
likely to have influenced the local Pentecostal congregation ' s 
notion of religious commitment , as wel l as to demonstrate 
the utility of the sociological scheme of commitment 
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suggested by Star k and Glock. The loca l Pentecostal group's 
native definition an d interpretation of the nature of their 
religious commitment is the su bjec t matter to which we 
shall next turn our attention . 
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CHAPTER III 
THE HIGHWAY CHURCH OF GOD: 
A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE 
Stark and Glock ' s (1968) method of examining the 
nature of religious commitment represents, in -part, a 
pioneer attempt by social science researchers to decide just 
what religious commitment is. The basic conceptual scheme 
proposed entails a set of five core dimensions of religious-
ness: belief, practice, knowledge, experience, and 
consequences (Stark and Glock, 1968:14). This conceptual 
strategy was the focus in the previous chapter in the 
examination of the history of the Pentecostal movement in 
general and of the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee in 
particular. The application of Stark and Glock's conceptual 
system of the nature of reli gious commitment to the nature 
of religiousness exhibited throughout the history of these 
two religious movements was successful in that the infor ma-
tion provided by the descriptive histories could, indeed, be 
examined in terms of the dimensions of religiousnes s 
proposed by the researchers. 
The histories of the two religious movements, however, 
were drawn in terms which represent only the physical or 
outward expression of events. The employment of Stark and 
Glock's definition of the nature of religious commitment to 
the descriptive histories of the religious movements results 
in a characterization of the empirically observable 
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manifestations of the religious groups ' nature of commitment. 
The question raised in this study, however, is what happens 
when one tries to use the conceptual scheme of religi ousness 
suggested by Stark and Glock to examine a local Pentecostal 
congregation and its members' (the native or insiders') point 
of view of their religiosity. 
In order to preserve the native viewpoint in this 
study, the method of triangulation was employed . Ethno -
semantic interviews provided the principal source of data, 
while participant observation and survey data served as 
cross-checks and supplements to the interview data. Such a 
procedure aided in eliminating ambiguity and creating order 
out of the data gathered. The ethnosemantic interviews, in 
conjunction with participant observation and survey data, 
provided the means necessary to discover the cultural know-
ledge utilized by the members of a local Pentecostal group 
to interpret the nature of their religious commitment without 
distorting such knowledge. The insider's point of vi ew was 
thereby preserved. The importan ce of preserving the insider's 
viewpoint lies in the conception that the insider's view of 
his/her actions and their meanings usually differs from 
others who may share similar behaviors and beliefs. As an 
insider, as a member of a particular group, one defines his/ 
her behaviors and beliefs differently (Spradley, 1979). 
The result presented here is an ethnosemantic descrip-
tion which approaches the manner in which a particular 
congregation views the nature of their reli gious commitment . 
... 
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The cultural theme which surfa ced repeatedly throughout the 
data gathered on the local group differed from the conceptual 
strategy of religious commit ment proposed by Stark and Glock 
(1968) . Instead of categorizing their religious commitment 
in terms of belief, practice, knowledge, experience, and 
consequences, the conceptual fra mework of the Pentecostal 
natives entailed only two dimensions - the physical and the 
spi'ritual. In other words, by preserving language the 
members of the local congregation used in talking about their 
religion, I discovered that the nature of religious commit -
ment, as vtewed by insiders, was substantially different 
from the scheme proposed by Stark and Glock (1968). These 
differences and their ramifications are explored below. 
The initial indication of the congregation's 
conceptual scheme surfaced in a discussion with my primary 
informant, the pastor, on worship: 
The outward manifestation of worship is what you 
would equate with the physical end of it where the 
spiritual end of it comes from within. In 
Revelations we see the Spirit of God is talking 
to the churches and He talks to one of the 
churches saying that He knows about them and 
He knows that they have a form of religion but 
they deny the power thereof. Again, it equates 
to having all the outward form and ritual and 
procedures down pat but actually lacking the 
most importa nt ingredient , and that is a heart 
or the true meaning of religion is not, again, 
not 1.n any form. 
This idea of the true meaning of religion not existing in 
any physical form was reiterated by my informant in a 
discussion concerning God and religion: 
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. .. I guess really when you're talking about God or 
religion, there are basically, there's the physical 
and there's the spiritual. Even in the word of God 
it brings out, it says "The flesh is against the 
spirit; the spirit against the flesh continuously . " 
They are two powers, two remains - there is the 
physical and there is the spiritual. It should be 
stressed in our worship, our public worship, even in 
our private worship, is the spiritual end because 
the physical end of it is really unimportant . It's 
unimportant in the eyes of God because the Word says 
that, "Your righteousness is but filthy rags unto 
the Lord . " So it doesn't really matter if we wear 
a three piece suit; it doesn't really matter if our 
hair is in place or my mustache is trimmed. The 
important thing is that we are seeking the Lord the 
way He wants us to seek Him, and that is in a 
spiritual sense. The Lord was speaking to a woman 
at the well, Samaria . She was saying, "Well, some 
say we should go to Jerusalem to worship God, some 
say we should go to Samaria, Mt. Carmel or some other 
mountain; " and Jesus said, "The Lord seekest us to 
worship" - He was talking about those who would 
come to Him in spirit and in truth. So, that ' s 
out of the mouth of the Lord, He ' s saying, it ' s 
more important to seek Him in Spirit and in truth 
than it is to seek Him in any particular place or 
in any particular form. 
The informant went on to point out that despite the 
insignificance of form, it still exists . Form remains 
because human beings can not live without it . The form 
which exists, however, does not come about haphazardly; 
there has to be a constant searching to arrive at a form 
which will please God. 
And that i s when our physical world is channeled 
to a spiritual fulfil l ment , instead of our physical 
wor ld channeled to a physical fulfillment. 
I n sum, t he conceptual scheme of the phys i cal and the 
spiritual dimensions of religion was recapitulated by the 
informant in the following sentence : 
... t he ph ys i cal tak e s care of the bo dy and 
sur roun ding s , and t he spiri t ua l aspe ct is th e 
Lor d an d th e t hi ngs of t he Lor d . 
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The no ti on of th e physi cal and spiritual el ements 
f oun d to co mpose th e l oca l co ngre gation's vi ewpoi nt of t he 
nat ur e of thei r r e li gi ous co mmitment is not an abstrac t 
phe nomenon . These d ime nsi ons or ganize, info rm , an d inter-
pret thei r actual reli g ious experiences. The emplo yment of 
this cultural th eme was de monstrated i n a discussion co nce rn-
ing "living Pentec ostal." 
... there's two ways of answering. There is the 
way that the laity se e Pentecost; there is the way 
it really is . Man y people in Penteco s tal churche s , 
as far as the laity is concerned, equ at e Pente-
costalism with the very outward show of spiritualit y . 
You know like, whenever you meet somebody it's, 
"Praise the Lord!" - it's an outwar d expressi on 
of somethin g that you have inside. So many 
peo pl e in the Pentecostal denomination ten d to 
sometimes concen t rate more on the outward manneris ms 
or conduct, per se, wher e the real heart of 
Pentecostalism, I believe, really has its roots in 
holiness. You can fake a lot of thing s . You can 
fake sincerity, you can make it seem that you're 
sin cere about somet h ing, or you can also fake 
Pentecostal worshi p , too. You can be in a congre-
gation for a period of t ime and never really 
fulfill the tru e meaning of Pentecostalism bec au se 
you wind up doing t he mechanics than t he Lord 
actually deal i ng through you. It's really a state 
of ho liness. In other words, a true Pentecostal 
pers on is a person that is holy, not a person who 
is pious, n9t a person that is self righteous. 
But a person that doesn't lie at all. Doesn't 
talk badly about someone else. The Bible says "if 
you can't say anything good then kee p your mouth 
shut. " A truly Pentecostal person will be that 
beca use the attributes that Christ had are perfect 
attributes. He had the "fullness of the spirit," 
the Bible tell us, and He had "perfect patience," 
"perfect compassion." It says, "He walked by, He 
had compassion for certain people," and in studying 
s ome of these Scriptu r es, it actuall y meant that 
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He could walk by people and actually feel 
their physical pain. In other words, if He met 
someone whose hand was chopped off, He could 
actually feel the pain in his arm, - sympathetic 
type thing. He was so attuned to other peop les 
needs , He really felt these things. And if we 
allow ourselves to really achieve a close relation -
ship with the Christ , which is what we're all 
supposed to be . doing in this Christian religion, 
then it should automatically come about that we 
would take on the attributes of the one we are try -
ing to get close to. If you are truly seeking to 
be Christ-like, then it's not in anything you say, 
it's not anything you do - some people walk up to 
me and say, "Praise the Lord!," and smile, and it 
makes me sick. Because you know, I don't feel any-
thing coming from within at all. And some people 
can get up and lead song service and it doesn't do 
anything. Because Pentecostal living really i s 
something that is more felt than seen. 
The informant again went on to support the conception that 
Pentecostal living is a phenomenon more felt than observed 
by citing Scripture which, for him , proved his point : 
... it's an inner something . The Bible talks about 
the spir it of God bearing witness ·one with another. 
It's true, sometimes, I will meet someone that I 
have heard about for maybe a long period of time 
and I expect to almost shake hands with a really 
sa intly, dynamic, overwhelming, awe-i nspiring person, 
you know , and I shake hands with that person and I 
have no feeling spiritually about the person . And 
then I'll shake hands with someone who nobody has 
even introduced me (to) - and I find love radiating 
from that person. Not only women, but both men and 
women alike . It's something that just comes out . 
It ' s true that the word of God talks about this too . 
It says that the people who were with Christ, the 
othe r people knew just by walking by - they knew 
these people were with Christ . It wasn't necessarily 
by their verbal statement . It was by the spi rit. 
They felt the communion of the spirits between the 
disciples of Christ just as they walked by and that's 
what told them they were i n league with Christ. It 
wasn't necessarily an outward manner or an act . 
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The native view of Pentecostal is m as something more 
felt than observed, a s something more spiritual than 
physical, is an ide a which occurs on an individual le vel. 
This same framework, however, aside from exi sting on an 
i ndividua l or private level, also presents itself in a 
public domain in a shared cultural scene , as native 
knowledge used to organize and interp ret the members' be -
havior. The public domain incl udes the actin g out of 
different types of worship services and th e assorted 
occurrence of events at chur ch services . These phenomena, 
again, transpire according to the ''will of the Spirit . " 
For this congregation that is what is more important . The 
actual physical manifestations of the phen omena which are 
readily observable to non - members or outs id ers are simply 
overshadowe d by the spirit ual dimension . This relationship 
between ph ysical and spiritual can be obse r ved in a number 
* of particular episodes at the Highway Church of God. 
Worship Services 
The first phenome no n I will examine are the incide nces 
of diff erent types of worship services whi ch result ''at the 
discretion of the Spirit . " 
That ' s part of Pentecostal worship - is letting 
God have His way in service . .. 
• •• services a re every so often quiet and soft 
because they ' re soul - searching , to the point 
*The Highway Church of God is the pseudonym given to the 
con gregation studied in order to pr e serve its anonymity. 
The name will be used from this point on to refer to the 
l ocal group. 
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where sometimes even before the aervice gets on, 
there's an altar call, and we're drawn to the 
altar to pray and to cry and whatever we need to 
do to just humble ourselves. The Bible sa y s "we 
are to humble ourselves before God" - not to walk 
into the house of God and say I am Mr . Perfect and 
just sit down there nice and feel that everything 
is for everybody else . 
The quiet nature of some services, according to my primary 
infor mant, however, often seems out of character for 
Pentecostal services . As we have seen, people have come to 
regard Pentecostal services as dynamic, exciting, and 
emotional. This "outsider view" is acknow~edged: 
Many people equate certain things with Pentecost . 
If you go to a service that is very quiet, very 
serene, people would probably put it down as far as -
I guess some people sometimes go there to enjoy 
themselves . They enjoy the excitement of getting 
themselves involved. But that ' s not really Pentecost. 
Pentecost can be that but sometimes we have some 
ve ry quiet sort of services. 
So , one type of worship service resulting from the 
will of the Spirit is the quiet service . The informant 
went on to describe the type of Pentecosta l service 
expected by many people - the joyfull or happy worship 
service: 
But the services - there are all types , but most 
Pentecostal people, again, are geared to the happy 
s ide - the enjoy ment . And there ' s nothing wrong 
with that; you have to have a balance ; you have to 
have - you know, there are people all they want to 
do i s s i ng and enjoy themselves . The joy of t he Lord 
is our strength . I can show you Scripture upon 
Scripture that say that we, as Christians, are sup -
pose to have a joy in us - just to be thankful about 
so many things . If you really are (thankful), 
then you really can ' t shut up . You have to 
express that love but you can go off too 
you can get wrapped up in emotionalism . 
Pentecostal worship does have emotion in 





The notion that the nature of Pentecostal worship 
should not always be one of only emotion was expanded upon 
in further discussion. In describing circumstances under 
which the members of the local congregation or any Pente -
costal group may be led by the Spirit to participate in a 
service of emotional character, my informant remarked: 
And sometimes we just get wrapped up in the emotion 
of it. Let's face it with the world system the way 
it is, the economic system the way it is, the pres -
sures of recession - everything , and according to 
Scripture, I believe that all these things are going 
to get worse. People want to wipe out everything 
that ' s out there and they want to get wrapped up in 
the blessings of God . Sometimes , believe me, I feel 
like just letting go. People need to have something 
that ' s positive. And nothing that would be destruc -
tive like shooting cocaine . As a pastor I try to be 
in tune. Sometimes we just need to praise God; 
just enjoy the joy that we have. But then never to 
get to the point where you always lean that way and 
are not willing to be quiet before the Lord and be 
humble before the Lord. 
In sum, the infor mant described Pentecostal worship 
services of two natures: quiet ; and emotional or joyful. 
The discussion of these types of services, however, was 
not only based on his personal experience. In addition, 
scriptural authority was invoked: "wher e in the Word of 
God it says we are to humble ourse l ves before God" or "tha t 
we , as Christians, are suppose to have a joy in us." The 
informant's preference for one of these services was not 
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based on some personal whi m, but on his authority - on the 
Word of God which disclo ses tha t members are to be quiet 
and / or joyful in thei r worship dependin g on which way the 
Spirit le ad s them. I nde ed , over t he course of several 
visit s to Sunday worship services at the Highwa y Churc h , 
I observed some services which wer e quiet and serene in 
nat ure and others which were much more emotional or effusive 
in character. Further, as the i n formant pointed out, I was 
one of those people who had always equated emotion and 
excitement with Pentecostalism and who, at first an yway, 
found herself disappointed when the services were not 
always dynamic in nature. 
Nonroutine Worship 
During the numerous worship services I attended as a 
particip a nt observer, several events occurred routinely: 
singing, prayin g , giving of an offering and giving of 
te st imony by at least one member. There wer e other events, 
however, which did not take place at every service I 
attended . For i ns tance , altar calls, speaking in tongues, 
and i nt erpretation of tongues were events which were not 
evident at every Sunday service. The nonroutine character 
of worship services was explained by my informant. 
In this book here of the Bible Institute , (it shows 
that ) men are very good at on e thing, setting down 
r u l es and form ul as for almost anything and everything. 
In here they have a formula f or what a service should 
be. There is an open i ng , a song service, there is 
not, per se, a recipe as far as going blank, blank, 
blank , but what they're s aying i n t hei r book i s 
basically wha t is invol ved in wors hi p . They' v e given 
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maybe five, six or seven different aspects of worship. 
Our giving of our money is worship, it's part of the 
worship thing and it should be undertaken in that 
aspect. It shouldn't be, "Okay, now it's time to fork 
over the cabbage." But it should be undertaken in a 
manner as it really should be . It 's a privilege , it 
really is, and it ' s a form, (a) part, it's an integral 
part of the worship service ... So, in here it gives 
you five or six different things that should be 
involved in worship service. One , again, is the 
giving, one is testimony service, one is again, 
prayer . It makes sense that we should pray, makes 
sense that we should have an offering, it makes 
sense that we should sing us a hymn or makes sense 
that we should have the word of God preached and 
all these other things they have in here also . 
Then again, it is not necessary to have all of 
them . You can have all of those or none of the 
above and God can still be pleased with it. Some-
times you can go into the house of God, like I do 
sometimes, when there's nobody else there and I 
have a worship service. And sometimes I 'll call 
up a brother from Norwich or we'll go up to his 
church, and we don't have these other things that 
the book sa ys you gotta have but yet we have 
worship service . 
The informer went on to express his concern regarding the 
presence of events merely for the sake of conformity or 
ritual and not as the re su lt of the leading of the Spirit 
of God. 
Even Pentecostal churches which people equate with 
freedom and looseness and expression seem to be 
falling into even a form or an outline type of 
worship service type thing. I don't want to do 
anything for the sake of ritual, for the sake of 
conformity; I don't want to be a conformist ; I 
don't want to be a nonconformist. I want to be 
whatever God wants me to be at that particular 
time ... I place a high priority, in fact, the highest 
priority, on what I feel the Spirit of God 
wants at any particular time. If you were in a pew 
and I felt checked in my spirit that there was 
something that you needed, I would stop everything 
that I'm doing and go and take care of that need, 
if that was something that was revealed to me 
through a spiritual channel. 
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This expressed willingnes s to "st op everything and 
take care of a need" was not an idle expression. When 
asked for examples, the informant, claiming there were 
many, gave two "off the to p of his head." The first 
instance involved an episode i n which the informant had been 
asked to fill in for a day, for a pastor at another church. 
The evening service at the church exhibited a mixture of 
"some special singing and prayer" and testimonies. Brothers 
and Sisters were testifying, one after another, "of the 
goodness of the Lord and how the Lord had moved in their 
lives in different ways." The continuous testifying "became 
in itself a worship." The informant kept watching the clock 
and started to t h in k in his "natural mind," 
"This has got to stop, this has to come to an 
end because the Word of God has got to be 
preached." And th e natural mind, you know, ... 
you try to put everything into nice little 
cubicles and order everything 1, 2, 3 , 4, and 
it was coming about that way too. "When - how 
am I going to cut it off?" (And then) it was 
just as if I got a telegram and it said, "You 
don't cut it off, you must let it go because 
this is what the people need." 
The "telegram," in this case , was sent from the Spirit 
of God. The service to ok on a character different from 
that which was planned because services are supposed to be 
,..,. "led by the Spirit and if you 're not careful you ~an 
quench the Spirit~" 
The Bible says that "we're not supposed to 
quench the Spirit." That's what I believe 
the Scr ipture is saying. When we come to -
geth e r to worship we need to let the Spirit 
of God lead and guide us. 
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This notion of services being "Spirit led" was act ed upon 
at the evening service de scribed by my informan t . 
... at some particular tim e t he re was a desperat e 
need of prayer. We pra yed f rom that time of the 
service on. It was co mpletely different because 
we felt and sensed the nee d in the Spirit, and 
then we answered that need. 
A second example which exemplifies the willingness 
to "stop everything and take care of a need" involved a 
time when my informant was a preache r in another town. 
During a servi ce, while delivering hi s "message," the 
informant received "a di s tinct thin g l i ke, ' Go down and 
pray for this fellow.'" The informant fought the notion 
and continued with his message - a message he felt very 
strongly the Lord wanted him to speak about; he was sure 
about it. About five minutes further into th e message, 
however , he got this feeling again, "Go down and pray for 
this fellow." The informer could not get this feeling "out 
of his being." 
• .. I felt I would never be able to get done what 
the message was until I di d what God wanted me to 
do. The thought came into my mind, "Three strikes 
-and you're out ." And it ' s funny the th i ngs that 
come into your mi nd , you ' d thfnk a sp ir itua l person 
would have big high leve l things - but the Lord 
talks to me in very simplistic ways . But I s a id, 
"No, I don ' t want to strike out . " So I j u s t 
anointed the fellow and I prayed; and to this day 
I don ' t know the outcome of that but you see it's 
not for me to know; it ' s for me to feel the need. 
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The ability to "fe el the need," again, results from being 
"in tune" with the Spirit. 
These examples display quite clearly the Highway 
Church's not ion that the nonroutine occurrence of events at 
worship services is the result of the leadin g of the Spirit 
of God. The events which do or do not occur at a service 
derive from the guidance of the Spirit and not from a 
formula in a book. The incidents of a service are revealed 
to the members through a spiritual channel and not through 
a ritualistic formula. In sum, whether the focus of the 
public domain is on the acting out of different types of 
worship services - quiet or emotional - or on the assorted 
occurrence of events at worship services, the domination of 
the "s pirit" is evident. 
Pentecostal churches, again, are suppose to be 
churches that are Spirit-led and run. 
Really, the way I see it, it's the spiritual 
end that really is the predominant part of worship. 
The Bible tells me that we must come to Him in 
spirit and in truth, not in any particular way, 
or manner, or form, or ritual. 
The Role of Scripture and Knowledge 
The ability of the informant to cite Scripture which 
"proves" the point he is making frequently presents 
itseJf. Throughout discussions of various phenomena, the 
informant repeatedly specified Scriptures which bolster his 
case that he is not acting on his own accord but that his 
actions are based on an authority, the Word of God. 
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The first thing that we believe and the people 
have to accept is that the Bible is infallible. 
It is the Word of God, and whether we agree or 
disa gree with anythin g in it, we have to accept it. 
To success fu lly make a commitment to Christ, you 
have to be lieve that; otherwise, all the Scriptures 
that talk about God, Christ, and what have you, 
have no effect . 
Despite the fact that my infor man t was capable of re c itin g 
Scripture time and time ag ain to support the notion that 
re ligious commitment has physical and spiritual dimensions, 
he denied that the amount of knowledge one has is important. 
I ndeed, he claimed that he did not possess a great deal of 
knowledge. 
So knowledge is not really important, per se, 
the amount of knowledg e that you have, it ' s 
the maj or ingredien t that's important. I don't 
ha ve a lot of knowledge; I wished that I had, a 
lot of times . But then, I feel in my own way, 
that I have a l ot more than what a lot of mini-
sters have. Many mi nisters have the knowledge 
up here (pointing to his head) but they don ' t 
have the knowledge down here (pointing to his 
heart). I have most of my knowledge here (heart) 
and a little bit up here (head). That ' s okay . 
I'm very self conscious about that at times . 
I put myself down about that a lot of times . I ' m 
not a big person as far as knowl edge, per se . I 
know people who could scriptually, run circles 
around me and quote . I can't quote Scripture 
like a lot of people can. 
The informan t 's admission of his in ab i l i ty to quote 
Scripture, one right after another , did not sign i fy that 
"he canrt do it," per se, but that he ''can' t do it the 
way he'd like to rig ht now because his time is l i mited . " 
Still, he was unconcer ned about the matter . 
But the t hing is, I don't care that I can't do 
that right now because I still know that whom 
I believe in . That's a Scripture too - "I know 
whom I bel ie ve in and I am persua de d He is able 
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t o keep that which I have committe d unto Him 
against that day ." That Scrip t ure tel ls me that 
as lon g a s I know Him and a s l ong as I commit my-
s elf to Him, it do es n ' t matte r what I know, every -
th ing else, a s lo ng as I know Him. This is the 
way I a lways felt about knowledge . 
The inf orma nt went on t o note that when people be g in 
to disc uss rel ig ion and talk about differen t aspects of 
heaven, t he new Jerusalem, and other subjects, when they 
recite "ten th ousand facts" the y have "memorized" about the 
vari ous topics, he find s it "irrelevant." 
It's ridiculous; that's the way _I feel. I'm no t 
putt in g down the people who want to do somethi ng 
like that but you see a lot of people get so bent 
out of shape with knowled ge that they lose Jesus 
Christ. They get so f i l led with extraneous thing s ... 
In sum, my informant's impression of knowledge is captured 
in th e following sentence: 
It's good and everyone sh ould strive for more 
but make sure you have th e warmth, the important 
knowledge that is needed . 
An interesting dilemma presents itself in my infor-
mant's discussion of knowledge. In his critique of knowledge, 
the informant appeared to ref er to two different types of 
knowledge: knowledge in a formal educational sense and 
kn owledge in an inner spiritual sense. The f ormer was 
indicated by such refere nces as : "knowledge up here (point-
ing to his head);" "con je cture ;" "memorize ;" "people get so 
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bent out of shape with knowledge that they lose (the 
knowledge of) Jesus Christ;" "extraneous things;" and 
"f ac ts ." This "knowledge up here " was not highly regarded: 
"knowledge is not really important, per se, the amount of 
knowledge that you have;" "irrelevant;" "ridiculous;" and 
" . .. never lead you to Christ . " The other sense of knowledge, 
that of an inner spiritual nature, was signified by such 
r eferences as: "the knowledge down here (pointing to his 
heart);" "I still know whom I believe in;" "all I know is 
I want to be there (in Heaven);" "they lose (the knowledge 
of) Jesus Christ;" and "make sure you have the warmth." 
The "knowledge down here" was evaluated in one phrase, "the 
impor tant knowledge that is needed." 
So, the informant's denial of the importance of the 
quantit y of knowledge possessed is really not the issue in 
this instance . Rather, his concern is the type of knowledge 
possessed . Again, the cultural scheme of the Highway Church, 
the conceptual strategy of physical and spiritual, appears 
to present itself . The type of knowledge held and deemed 
important by the informant is that of an inner spiritual 
nature, "knowledge of the heart," which is more felt than 
seen. Knowledge of a formal nature takes on the physical 
dimension of the native scheme in that it represents the 
outward manifestation of "facts" which people have "up here." 
The Scriptures quoted by the informer do il lustrate knowledge 
representin g the physical dimension of the cultural scheme, 
but such knowledge is only a means used to demonstrate the 
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origin of his spiritual knowledge . In other words, the 
Scripture quoted by the informant represents the observable , 
unerring knowledge used to show the origin of h is mor e 
important, spiritual kno wl edge. To put it another way, the 
Scripture s quo te d, repr es ent a s best they can, the physical 
or outward man ifestation of th e spiritua l knowledge possessed 
by t he inf ormant. That "heart knowledge" is more felt than 
obser ved, and is also considered more important than the "head 
knowled ge " which is readily perce i vable by an outsider . 
The "hea d knowledge" portrayed ·by the histories of the 
Pentecostal movement and the Church of God was also deemed 
less important than "heart knowledge." The informant's 
opinion regarding this matter was quick to come to ligh t. 
Now, I'll give you a quick history of the 
Church of God - very quick because I've never 
really studied it in depth, just read here and 
there . I didn't get called to the ministry to 
bring forth the propagation of the Church of God. 
I came here to bring forth Jesus Christ . I don't 
study the Church of God. I don ' t study what 
happened to them but being in the organization 
you do pick up different articles ... 
This statement when coupled with the fact that the informant 
rarely volunteered historical description of the religious 
movements in any context, served to indicate what little 
value is placed on "h ead knowledge;" in turn, suggestin g 
that the likelihood of the religious histories influencing 
the Highway Church's notion of religious commitment is not 
as probable as was projected in the previous chapter . As a 
matter of fact, in this in s tance the religious histories 
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a ppear to have had littl e influence on the Highway Church's 
view of religi ous commitment . 
Thus, at this point i n the investigation, the local 
congregation's conceptual scheme of the nature of their 
religious commitment and even their knowledge is clearly 
organized along two dimensions, the ph ysical and the 
spiritual, with th e latter considered by the group to be the 
more important of the two dimensions. The native conceptual 
strategy was te stified to in several conversations which 
entertained a variet y of topics including: worship, God and 
religion, what is involved for someone who lives Pentecost, 
the acting out of different types of worship services, the 
nonroutine church services, and the knowledge which per -
tained to these various topics. In addition to these general 
features, the conceptual strategy of the Highway Church is 
acted out in four specific events: "hitting the altar," 
"hitting the floor (being slain in the spirit)" "giving 
testimony," and "confirmation from God." 
Hitting the Altar 
What the event of "hitting the altar" entails is 
described in the following account: 
What Scripture comes to my mind in reference 
to that is "Ask and thou shalt receive , seek and 
ye shall find, knock and ye shall be opened unto 
you . " I don't know all your needs - physically , 
mentally, financially . You may be willing to 
express them to me, in confidence that I might 
pray with you and agree with you. According to 
God ' s work; that we agree on anything then we have 
what we petition the Father if we truly believe 
in faith we pray that prayer. But there are times, 
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and there are alwa ys times in everyone of our li ves 
there are things you would not want to share with 
anyone and i t ' s right . It should be between you 
and God. But there are times when I can s ense that 
you need to ask. Sometimes you might be led ... I 
feel in my spirit that there is a nee d for prayer .. . 
So when I feel someone is in dire need - just one 
per son , doesn't have to be everybody - a s long as 
one pe rs on has that need , I believe we need to all 
be as of one accord f or that ~erson. 
The informant proce eded to "prove" his belief that strength 
l i es in numbers by, again, quoting his authorit y . 
... the Bible says "Cease not to lift up one 
anot her i n the most holy of faith, pra y without 
ceasing . Peter was prayed for in the st ory 
about when he was in prison, and the congregatio n 
gathered together and they prayed, prayed all 
nigh t long. Peter got the spirit, broke him out 
of jail , he walked all the way up to where they 
were. This is where there i s a need sensed. 
A person with a need can also acknowledg e that need 
on their own f ree will if the Spirit leads them to do so . 
I feel my job, what God wants me to do with 
the peopl e there, or anywhere that I minis ter , 
is to get people to a point where they're willin g 
to move when God says move. I don't care, whether 
it's the so ng service, testifying, I don ' t car e 
if I'm preachin g , I don ' t care what happen s a t any 
tim e if someone i s led that they ought t o go up 
there t o t he altar. It ' s right for the m to go up 
there. 
In su m, an altar call occurs when 
I feel ther e is the need or when someone admits 
by th e i r own move they need to hit the altar. 
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Fr om t his description, hi tt ing the alta r entails 
ei th er a perceptio n by one pers on that ano t her has a need or 
that person admits on th e ir own acc or d, by their move to 
t he a ltar, that the y have a nee d. Once t he move t o the 
alta r occurs, 
Now at that particular time I would do one of 
two things. I would eit he r as k - being now 
there is another minister there - I have a 
little more leeway (than ) if t here wasn't 
another minister there. Because I do have a 
minister t here workin g under me, I can motion 
t o him, i f I f eel that's the way it should be 
done - pray for him, further. Or, again, it 
depends on that instant like that (snaps fingers), 
whether we st op everything and both of us pray 
or I pray or it's happened at times that the whole 
church would come down and pray for that particu-
lar person and/or themselves. Usually, this is 
what happens, when we get down there to the altar, 
mayb e to pray for a particular thing, we 
don 't all go back and sit down . We're already 
down at the altar , we've already prayed for a 
particular need, while we ' re t he re, we might just 
a s well t ak e care of every other need and let's 
f a ce it, not one of us is perf ected yet. 
The notion that "none of us are per f ected yet" and, 
therefore, that all have needs to be pr ayed for is sho wn 
in the i nformant ' s ad mission of hitting the altar whenever 
the altar is ope ne d up to a congre ga tion. 
Everytime I go into a service somewhere, minister 
or not , whenever the altar is opened up , I feel I 
got to be down ther e . Now, again, some ministers 
would say tha t I do wro ng by doing t hat. People 
look at me as a pastor and a min i ste r and say why 
is he going up there, he must be sinning. I don't 
care - I want to humble myself before God. I 
want to be more used by God and I realize there's 
onl y one way that's going to be, if I admit to God 
at a ny opp ortu n it y that I can, t hat I'm nothing. 
. 
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A lot of times whe n I do go to the altar, it 
i s no t necessari l y that I feel sin weighing down 
up on me - it shouldn' t be just in a minister, it 
sho u ldn't be in any Christian. Not that the weights 
of sin shouldn't be upon the m but imperfections of 
character, things that if you ask someone, what are 
you hitting the altar for . 
I don't go ar ou nd - I do n 't do a lot of things 
I co ul d go th r ough as far a s sin is concerned. I 
fall short as f a r as ha v in g pa t ience sometimes. 
One of the thin gs ministers feel guilty of if 
they're not careful or conscious of, the fact 
that we are trying to minister to ot he r people 
all the time. All the time, whether I 'm at work, 
or at home. What happens is that when I do get 
home, when I try to unwind sometimes, my daughter 
comes to me - I'm liable t o bite her head off . 
You try to let yourself all down all at once and 
all of a sudden you ' re interrupted . Wha t I'm saying 
is that these are not necessarily sins, per se, 
but they're imperfections. Let ' s face it, 
everyone has them. 
There are also besetting sins, sins that no 
one but you and God knows. I know there are things 
su ch as things I used to do that I don't do any 
more. I'd have to also admit that I can ' t 
honestly say before God that I don't think about 
some of these things . I don't dwell on these. 
And when I do think about some of these things 
and when the y come back into my memory - because 
I'm seven years old in the Lord and thirty years 
old in world - and so I have all those years that 
I remember a lot of things and I wish to God that 
I didn't remember. And again, these are the 
things there that we hit the altar for many times 
that we might have the mastery over, something 
like the proverbial thorn in the flesh that Paul 
had. If you ever had a sliver, nobody ever sees 
the sliver but the sliver really hurts. Altar 
calls - it is something you should ask for ... 
The informant, here, hints at the idea that there exist 
numerous needs for which one could "hit the altar," or in 
other words, there are different reasons for hitting the 
altar. These reasons are instructive for they illustrate 
the meaning of hitting the altar. For instance, 
A Brother has really hurt me, stabbed me in 
the back, so to say, sp iri tually . And if it is 
reall y ca using pain I have to go to the altar, 
Because if I don 't, the pain l eads to bitterness 
whi ch cou ld lead to hate. You can't be an instr u-
ment of love and an i nst ru ment of hate at the s ame 
time . So that's one example why yo u would go to 
the altar. 
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A second example given by my informant revolve d 
ar ound his feelings as a minister . As a minister, he is 
never satisfied with the amount of time that he studies, 
to the point where he almost condemns himself for not 
doing enough. 
Why can't I stay up all night one night a week, 
why can't I do this and why can't I do that. 
That's where wisdom comes in. The Book of Proverbs 
talk~ abou t wisdom. That's why so many times I 
ha ve to s ay I'd like to, God knows that I'd like 
to but I have to hit the altar because I want God 
to speak to me. I want God to speak to me, either 
yes I am right by feeling that way because some -
times maybe I have slacked off a little bit. 
Maybe I haven 't done as much as I ought to . I'm 
not sayin g I 'm up on the mountain top all the 
time; I try to be . Sometimes I'll go up to the 
altar an d God says, "Yes, you ha ven't been doing 
enough." But I want God to tell me that. And 
when God tells me that it doesn't feel good . 
It hurts, because I realize that God never lies 
and if God tells me that then I have failed. 
But you don ' t find things out like that just 
sitting down and just thinking about yo urself. 
At leas t I can't . I try to do that but God 
knows how I really do things. That's one of the 
reasons why I hit the altar. 
A third reason for hitting the altar involved a wish 
to discover what is bothering people. The informant 
acknowledged that peo ple today are burdened with all kind s 
of problems and are afraid to confide in other people 
:. 
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about such problems. So, one of the reasons he goes to 
the altar is to pray that God may reveal, transfer one's 
needs "directl y from their heart into his heart," 
This is the sort of thing that has to be 
part of the church because most people are always 
holding in. That's one reason why I go to the 
altar, because I really want to know what is 
bothering people. I don't want t o know in a 
sense of being nosey, but the Bible is very 
clear that we are to pray several ways : we 
are to pray with the knowledge and we are 
to pray in the spirit. Paul said, "I praise 
God that I speak in tongues more than you all." 
What he's saying is that I pray with the under-
standing and I also pray in the spirit. 
Anothe r reason the informant hit the altar entailed 
a personal need to change the feeling of obligation he 
had toward his wife into a love for his wife. 
I felt that God wanted me to go through with 
this divorce and separate and God would provide 
for them . I was going to go out and serve God 
to my last days, and that's what I felt because 
I did not feel love for my wife, I felt an 
obligation. I don 't want to live the rest of 
my life just being obligated to someone. I 
prayed to God, I said, "God, if you want me 
to go back there you have to give me love for 
her that I never had ." God heard my prayer 
and He gave me love for my wife that I never had. 
A final purpose stated by my informant consisted of 
a need to keep alive 
.•• the love for those that even hate God. I 
found that if I could love them in a way the 
same thing that Christ said "for give them for 
they know not what they do." They don't know 
what they're doing . They don ' t kn ow what they 
do when they say J. C. this and that, and taking 
the name of the Lord in vain and doing all kinds 
of abominable things. But God has gi ven me t he 
ability throu gh His revelation that it is possible 
to love even t he ungodl y ... And so , again I don't 
ever want to lose that. I hit the altar many , 
many tim e s. I want God to keep it a l ive, to keep 
it vibrant, to keep it right . 
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These exampl e s do indeed demonstrate d i f f erent reasons 
for hittin g th e altar, whether it's to prevent hatred of 
someone, to have God speak to you, to discover what is 
troubling someone, to ask for love (which you ne ve r had) 
for someone , or to keep a love you have for someone vibrant 
and alive . These reasons do differ from one another, yet 
they all have one thing in common - they all involve a 
perceived need to change something. For instance, in the 
first example, there is the need to change pain, which cou ld 
lead to hate. In the fourth example there is the need to 
change the feeling of obligation to something more - love. 
This notion of equating "hitting the altar" with the need 
to change something was nicely stated by my informant: 
In my mind I equate the altar with - a-1-t-a-r 
with a-1-t-e-r. Whenever I want to change 
something i n my life, I go to the altar. 
Given the belief that no person is perfect and is 
always i n need to change something in his/her life, one 
might thin k that the only event occurring at worship 
services would be peop le hitting the altar. Suc h is not 
the case , at least, not at the Highway Church of God. 
I don't have the altar call the way many 
Pentecostal preache r s have. In probably most 
Pent ec os t al church e s, it's not a service until 
every body gets up to the a ltar and prays. I 
don 't c onsider myse l f to be a rebel but I do 
loo k a t one thing - if this is the time to go 
up to the altar , how much real prayer are you 
going to get? I want peo p le t o come to the 
altar. Nothing makes me feel better as a 
minister, nothing then when I minister God's 
Word and I see someone move on it. I can 
preach 20 or 30 dynamic sermons or what have 
you and it won't mean nothing. If I preach 
one Scripture and touch someone to the point 
where t hey break down and seek God because of 
th at Scripture - t his is why I try to tell them 
be led by t he Spi r i t. When you feel, no matter 
what time of the service; when you feel the nee d 
to pray , to seek God, something God has told you, 
and if you'r e like me, or like anybody else, 
many time s God has told me something and I've 
said, "that's good, I'll act on it later on." 
So even in worship service when the umption 
comes, you feel you've go t to do so mething about 
it, you've got to do it and that's when you go 
up to the altar. 
When I say go to the altar, I don't necessar y 
mean even then come to the front of the church. 
That can be the case depending on how deeply the 
Lord deals with you on a particular subject 
matter. To me, the altar is whenever I see 
s omeone real ly getting touched by the Lord. 
That's why a lot of times after I preach I 
ha ve everybody stand up and to me, they're 
at the altar right there in their pews. I 
don't want to ca ll them down like many people 
do and the y 're going to come down and they're 
gon na say, well, I don't want the pastor to be 
disappointed in me, so I'll go down to the altar. 
And many people do that. I don't want peo ple 
s erving me, I don't want people making me happy. 
Nothing wi l l make me happier than if, asI 
said, if I preach 20 weeks of prayer, that 
pers on comes down and asks me after the service 
is over, even after everybody is gone, please 
pray for me. Sometimes people are not as out-
ward as other people, and after everybody is 
gone, the message is pray with me, I need help 
with something. To me that's a true altar call. 
We have altar calls but I don't have them every 
service, per se. 
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The idea of nonroutine worship surfaces again. Altar calls 
(or the event of ~itting the altar) do not occur at every 
worship service at the local church . When they do occur 
it is not because they are part of a formula which designates 
what is to take place at a worship service. On the contrary, 
they occur when someone "is really touched by the Lord." 
Further, when they occur they are not routinized, rather 
the altar call is subject to individual preference. 
This perception jibes with my own observations. During 
my several visits to the Highway Church's SundaY services, 
I observed the non -rit ualistic manner in which altar calls 
occurred. First, I did not observe an altar call at every 
worship service and second, of those I did observe, none 
occurred i n the same manner. In one instance, a member 
went forward to the altar and stated that "while he was 
praying the Lord had told him to go forward and pray for 
the Pastor and his family." At this time, the Pastor and 
his family joined the church member and the minister 
working under the Pastor at the altar, and prayed. In 
another instance, while the assistant minister was talking, 
a member got up from his pew and went and knelt at the 
altar. The minister stopped what he was saying and asked 
the congregation to bow their. heads in prayer. During this 
time the assistant minister put his hand on the member's 
shoulder and prayed aloud, as did other members of the 
congregation. The church member at the altar began crying, 
.. 
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letting out loud cries at times. When the minister workin g 
under the Pastor finished praying, the member returned t o 
his seat still sobbi ng. The minister went on to explain 
that, "We - an yo ne, sho u ld feel free t o come to the altar 
at an y ti me dur ing a service when the Spirit leads them and 
not t o feel as hamed." 
Fi nally, i n ye t another instance I obser ved, a female 
member got up to give a testimony. Despite several attempts 
to conti nue, she couldn't, due to the fact that she was 
crying. At this point, the minister working under the Pastor 
said he "felt a need for prayer and that we should all 
gather around the altar and pr ay for each other and each 
other's needs." Everyone approached the altar and knelt 
down. The Pastor started at on e end of the railing and 
his assista~t at the other end, and each pu t their hands on 
the members' heads or shoulders and said a prayer out loud 
for each of them. This continued until both had prayed 
for every member. Concurrently, the other members at the 
altar were also praying aloud. The members returned to 
their seats when they were ready. The entire episode 
produced a staggering effect. 
These observations illustrate the non-ritualistic 
pattern of the event of hitting the altar, expressing again 
• the notidn that the 'events :~hould come about as the result 
of the leading of the Spirit (see the second instance 
discussed above) and not because it's an expected ritual. 
I don't want people to do anything because 
it's a ritual or i t ' s a form . I want people to 
feel free to just gather around the altar and hold 
hands with an othe r and jus t close ou r -eyes and 
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just pra y for each and everyone there . Somet imes, 
as a spiritual leader, I ask for that to hap pe n 
mainly so that a habit might be able to be formed, 
Not the habit , per se , of getting t ogethe r, holdin g 
ha nd s and praying, but a habit - of eliminating 
possibly the fear of doing i t . So if you , because 
of a certai n loose form are led to pray severa l 
ti mes , then when the Spirit re al l y moves upon you 
to do it, then you will be less afraid to do it 
beca use you ' ll have had the proper spiritual 
training t o do it. 
God wants people that come to Him with their 
hearts , no t just with an outward phys i cal show. 
Hitting the altar illustrates quite clearly the con-
ceptual scheme of the loca l congregation ' s nature of 
religious commitment. Members are to hit the altar "with 
their hearts" and no t just as "a n outward physica l show." 
The event of hitt in g the altar should be the result of the 
leading of the Spirit. The important aspect of the event 
is not the outward physical manifestation of the incident , 
which is observable by any person in attendance at a service, 
but that the incident occurs as the result of the lea ding 
of the Spirit. In ot her words, a need of a person to 
change something in his/her life is such that they are led 
by the Spirit to hit the altar so that God may help them 
to bring about that change, to a - 1-t-e -r that something in 
their lives. Overall, the importance of the event lies in 
its spiritual dimension and not in its physical form . 
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Hitting the Floor (Bei ·n·g Sl'ain in th e Spirit) 
First , i n exploring the event of 11hi t t ing the floor, 11 
let' s begin by looking at a native account of what tak es 
place during th is i nc ident. 
Well, yo u have to be careful in answer in g 
th a t because it's not necessar il y the same thing 
every time. I can only speak from my own ex peri -
en ces. I have been what they cal l "slain in the 
Spirit" several times in my Chri st ia n ex pe rience. 
And sometimes th e situations are similar. But 
th en each time i t see ms to be yet possibly 
somewhat different, also. Sometimes there's almost 
like a semi-conscious state. You sort of hear the 
peop le and you sense the people but you're reall y 
oblivious to that. You're there but you 're not 
there t ype of thing. And there are other times · 
where you're completely out of it; you don't 
even know anybody else is ar ound , wherea s , 
other t imes you can disti nctly make out vo ices, 
people talking, sin g ing, or whate ver t he case 
may be going on about you. 
These bodily co nd iti ons of "semi- consc iousnes s " and 
"compl et ely out of it " were ex plai ned by the informant to 
be the result of havin g reached a 11spiritual level" where 
one is 'bvert aken by the power of God." When some one 
reaches suc h a level, they have reached "that spiritual 
point wher e the y feel this onenes s with their Creator ... " 
The most telling featur e in the above description is 
th at the event is a state in which one is "overtaken by 
the power of God," producing the feeling of "oneness with 
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their Creator." This awareness of the "power of God" is 
the common thread which unites every instance of "being 
slain in the Spirit." What may differ in each episode are 
the bodily conditions experienced by the person hitting the 
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floor. The person may feel they are in a "semi-consci ous " 
co nditi on, they may feel "completely out of i t ,tt or their 
whole body may feel "ver y weak , very wis hy -was hy ..• like a 
million needles all ov er their body." Other times, 
I' ve had the power of the Lord come on me 
several times where I just cou ldn't stan d 
on my f eet , literall y (I) fall down to th e 
flo or . That's what we call in the churc h 
"bein g slain in the Spirit." 
Whatever th e physica l condition felt by the person hitting 
t he flo or , such behavior ac co rding to my in fo rmant ought 
to be the result of a s incere search f or "to tal involvemen t 
with the Lord." I n a discussion of different reasons for 
hitting t he floor, ho wever, t his state of af f air s was not 
found alwa ys to be the cas e : 
There are di fferent reasons. There are some good 
reasons and there are some ba d reasons. For every 
genui ne spiritu al encounter and truthful thing that 
exists in t he re a l m of God , there are also counter-
feits . Ther e are also thin gs that are very close 
to - and people are very go od actors. It doesn't 
take very l ong for a person to know how to act a 
role out. Some peo ple, again, talking about 
these ki nd of pe ople - what happens sometimes, a 
person who may be st ep ping away from the Lord, in 
so me way or an other , th ey might try to cover up 
that with a superspi r ituality type of thing. 
Ju s t like a per so n was very shy, quite oftentimes 
is someone who is very boi s terous. It's a coverup, 
a mask. I would say that would be a rare case. 
But again it depends on t he church you're in. 
You might find yourself in a church where most 
of the people are phony , in pl a in English. They 
just get wrapped up in the fa ct that "we're S'l,lper-
spiritual pe op le" here. Some people are just 
that, they've built a rou nd the emotional end of 
the wor sh i p . Aga in , someone goes up there and 
kne el s down and gets slain - "We ll, hey, I'm not 
goin g to l et h im outdo me." These are not nice 
thin gs to sa y but they're human nature, things that 
reall y ha ppen . 
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The idea that people can physically imitate the event 
of hitting the floor without actually being "overtaken by 
the power of God ," without experiencing the spiritual 
aspect of the event, was expanded by my informant: 
... whenever there is something real about God , 
there will also always be a counterfeit , be-
cause there is the power of God and there is 
the power of Satan. And what better way to 
keep someone from really reaching the true 
power by putting a pretty close proximity to 
it, right next to it. That's what happens a 
lot, in seeking the things of the Lord is you 
can get very easily led astray from the real 
thing. There are churches you can go into, 
and there are people who are slain and fall 
prostrate on the floor, then I wouldn't dare 
say these are all by the power of the Lord. 
You see, if someone is trying in their con-
scious or s ubconsc ious mind - trying to equate 
that they're better than they really are, what 
better way to do it than to show that God has 
really blessed them. 
In other words, you have: 
People wanting to make themselves out to be 
spiritual in a carnal way. Like many other 
things, there's either the truth or falsehood. 
You're either sincerely seeking something and 
receive it or you want other peop le to think 
you're seeking something. 
Aside from these negative reasons for hitting the 
floor, which inv olve physically acting out the event in 
or der to appear spiritual, there are good or positive 
re asons for being slain in the Spirit. A positive reason 
i nvo lves emotional problems: 
There are many positive reasons that are 
genuine spiritually centered reasons why 
people ---. One of the ways you could put i t 
would be thi s - if you had a highly traumatic 
experience you ' d just gone through or a nerve-
shattering experience that you just didn't 
know how to cope with - many times one way you 
can f i nd r elief is again , taking this burden that 
you have directly to the Lord ... And when you 
get into tha t habit of pra y in g , and intercession 
for others , then you can actually find yourself 
in a sta t e where you seek this total involvement 
wi th t he Lord, which would be possibly bein g 
slain i n th e Sp iri t . 
Another good re ason i nvolves physical problems: 
In some cases it's a physical thin g . I've 
had times when I' ve ne eded to be touched in 
my body for healin g , a nd I've had times when 
I've gone before the Lord and prayed and 
reached that level and allowe d myself to 
reach that stage, and t hen after, again after 
the fact, I'd realize that, hey, I don't hurt 
anymore, why? How did it happen? I don't 
know exactly how or why but I know th at when 
I really feel that I've prayed, and really 
reached the Lord about some t hin g, then some-
thin g is bou nd t o hap pen. And genera ll y 
speaking, to me, t hat ' s re a ll y a clear-cut 
si gn whether you ha ve reached the Lord. If 
you pray to the point wher e the power of God 
just comes upon you - you're just overwhelmed, 
you're overpowered then I think everyone 
should pray to that level. 
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In summary, then, the ev ent of hitting the floor 
is an incident in whic h one is "overtaken by the power 
of God," an episode in which one has sincerely sought 
total involyement with the Lord and reached it. The 
person who experiences being slain in the Spirit senses 
a "genuine spiritual encounter" with God. The person who 
physically imitat es the ex pe rience without ever actually 
feelin g a "onenes s with t he Creator" suc ceeds in only 
• I" 
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deceiving other people into thinking he/she has received 
this feeling. The local congregation ' s conceptual scheme 
of the physical and spiritual dimensions of their re-
ligious commitment i s acted out in regard to this experience 
of hitting the floor. People should genuinely or spiritually 
s eek total involvement with God . Again, it should come from 
the heart and not only as an outwa rd expression or form they 
have to imitate for the sake of appearing spiritual . How 
does one tell if the event is the result of a genuine 
spiritual encounter with God and is not counterfeit? 
According to my informant, this is a gift of the Spirit -
"discernin g , the discerning of the Spirit , to know whether 
something is of God or not ," - a topic beyond the scope of 
the present investigation. 
Giving Testimony 
The event of "giving testimony" is considered an 
important aspect of worship service at the Highway Church. 
The importance of the event lies in what takes place when 
someone gives a testimony . When someone offers a testi-
mony, two things are happening. First, 
Number one, the Bible tells us that we are 
to declare that there are many works of God in 
the midst of the congregation. In other words, 
scriptually, we are exhorted to do that, in the 
Bible. To let the people know what God has done 
for you. 
This idea of sharing with other members what God has done is 
demonstrated in the following example: 
For i nstance , I shar ed with you last 
time how I had been praying about a week 
ago, "Lord , let Brother White call ." He ' s 
a Christian brother I haven't seen in several 
months and I was really burdened (about) him . 
I was on the way home from some place tha t 
night . I was pr ayi ng this to myself and fi ve 
minutes af ter I go i n the door he r e , a phone 
call came from Arizon a , or Oklahom a where he 
li ves . There wa s an answer where I'd prayed 
and the Lord kne w tha t I was troubled about 
this parti cu l a r situa t ion. I don ' t believe 
in coi nciden ce . And when you pray something 
speci fic like tha t and i t happens - when 
something li ke th at hap pens and yo u verbalize 
it i n church, so meone maybe who has not set 
the i r fa it h l oos e ever before would be en-
couraged to do that. Some people th i nk that 
certain thin gs are too big to get t o God, some 
peop le think things are so trivial they don't 
want to bother God wi th (them) . And when 
pe opl e st an d up and test i fy , every testimony 
is not so methin g big - colossal, supernatural, 
giganti c thing that God has done. 
The following testim on ies given by tw o members of the 
Highway Church exemplify the notion th at not ev er y 
testimony has to be something of a grand nature: 
I would just like to thank the Lord for a 
beautiful day. 
Last Thursday I was coming home from work and 
my car was running on E and I don't mean a 
little above E. I mean directly on E and I 
prayed to the Lord, I said, "Lord, let me get 
to the bank and i nto the gas station ." And I 
traveled in that car, I know, on faith. But 
I got to the bank and I got to the filling 
station and it's not anything that I could do 
but it was the Lord. 
Becau s e I know if I had depended on myself it 
probably would have quit on me before I got 
hal f -way. But I praise the Lord for it and we 
can depend on Him for our very needs. It sounds 
like something small but it might be small in 
our ey e s and to someone e lse but to God it's an 
important thin g and He take s care of our 
individual little needs. And we need to rely 
upon Him f or everyt h ing ... 
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As noted, not every testimony has to be of a grand 
nature, but some of them are. The simplicity of th e 
"beautiful day" motif stands in sharp contrast to the 
following example: 
Sometimes - I ha d a call today, my wife 
talked t o the daug hter of the fellow I went 
up t o see at Norwic h . She was driving along 
in the car just a couple of days ago and this 
car quite a distance away was coming towards 
her at an extremely high rate of speed and 
it looked like she actually was going to be 
run over by this car . Evide ntly the fello w 
had f allen asleep behind the wheel, his 
foot went down on the acc e lerator; he was going 
like crazy . She couldn't go to the right; there 
were cars in front of her; she couldn't go either 
way; no place to go. The only thing she could do 
was call unto the Lord, "Lor d help me." Instan-
taneously, at that moment - the car was only feet 
away from her - the man i n the car came to his 
senses, slammed on the brakes, went off the road 
and crashed. In other words, there's a testimony, 
there's where her life was actually saved because 
of that! 
Various members of the congregation take the opportunity 
to share testimony, to declare to the other members present 
what God has done for them becau s e : 
It encourages other people to maybe tr y 
the Lord in that aspect. It bui l ds up t heir 
faith, to give the Lord a try. In th e Word 
it says, "Try me." God actually says, "Tr y me, 
if you don't believe in me, if you don't know me 
for sure, try me to see if I will be faithfu l to 
yo u in your need." So that's really what we do. 
The second important aspect of testimonies is that 
they "reaffirm tha t God is alive" and they "glorify" Him: 
But testimonies are important to reaffirm 
that God is alive. The churches that don't 
have testimon y s er v ice, I ' m s orry to say, I 
won 't sa y the y 're all dead churches - but many 
of t hem are. They don ' t believe in the 
existence of the livin g all powerful God . 
And because they don't believe in that they 
don ' t get what the y don't believe. 
It's a matte r of glori f yi ng the Gospel to one 
anot her. 
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The following testimonies from members illustrate the 
glory gi ven to God for thing s He has done. Again, the 
episodes related run t he gamut fr om simple to grand . 
... I'd just like to praise the Lord and tell 
Him I love Him. 
I'd like to praise the Lord; stand up and 
thank Him for saving me. Thank Him that 
those shackles of bondage have come off . 
I'm grateful to the Lord for being able to 
stand her e in this wonderful, beautiful house 
of His, with beautiful Brothers and Sisters, 
it's just overwhelming. Thank God! You kn ow 
lately it just seems like when I first have a 
need and I really start to begin to pray for 
the need that I have, the Lord supplies that. 
He gives me what I need. He gives me the 
answers that I'm seeking for and I would just 
stand in His house and just tell Him that I 
love Him and I do. I recognize my heavenly 
Father and I praise Him and I thank Him and 
I thank Him for all the beautiful and wonder-
ful Christian father s and men . And praise God, 
they're just as impor tant as the mothers and 
the wives. Praise God for these men of God 
that take this resp onsibility and they take 
hold of it and they ask God for guidance. I 
thank God for my husband, for the father that 
he is to my daughter and I just praise God 
for that. 
Thus far, we have seen that two things occur when a 
testimony is given: glorification of God and declaration 
of what God has done for someone. In other words, when a 
testimony i s g iven, it is given 
.. . number one, to glorify God, and we do it , 
number two, to declare to the congregat ion 
the handiworks of the Lord to encourage them to 
als o tr ust the Lord in th at particu lar aspect. 
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These two aspects of a testimony are fu r ther 
illustrated i n various types of testimonies . For instance, 
there are healing testimonies. Dur in g a servic e I attended 
one member rose to testify, tha nking the Lord that she was 
able t o be th er e for she wasn ' t feel in g well Saturday night. 
My in fo rman t also admitted to sharing healing testimony: 
"I have been healed several times by the power of the Lord, 
not by - re gu lar, ordina ry medical means. I hav e given 
test i mony to that, tha t God mi ght receive th e glory f rom it." 
In addition to hea l ing testimonies, there are finan -
cial testimon ies . My inf ormant related such a testimony 
abo ut a ti me when he was hurting f inancially. His wife had 
quit wor k and ends were hard t o meet on only one income . On 
his way home fr om wor k one day, he paid some bills and ended 
up with only ten dollars with which to purchas e t he week's 
groceries. When he got home and changed in to his work 
clothes, he discovered i n his pants' pocket what he thought 
to be "some sort of old ripped up notes." It was, however , 
.• . either thirty or forty dollars that was in my 
pocket . Now I know I didn't put it in there. 
And I know the Lord did. You might find it hard 
to comprehend, but I know it wasn 't min e . I 
don't mi s l ay forty dollars. I might just mislay 
fift y cents, maybe even a dollar or two, bu t you 
know when it happened I just knew it was th e Lord 
-that did it . Put forty dollars into my pocket. 
So instead of going on with just ten dollars, I 
had now forty or fifty dollars . 
And then someone walked up to me the following 
day , shook my hand, and gave me twenty dollars . 
Now I hadn ' t said anything - not that I' m too 
proud, but I don 't go around crying when I ' m 
hurting, because I expect to hurt sometimes. 
So the Lor d provided my financial needs for 
that week there . He provided sixty dollars 
right out of the clear blue. Twenty dollars 
just through a person who was led to do that . 
Now that was testimony and aga i n , I needed 
to share that becaus e some people might say, 
I just can ' t do it, I ha ven ' t got nothing, 
my just lettin g go with this would caus e 
someone to say, I don ' t care , God is my God , 
and I love Him. 
Fur the r, ther e are emot ional testi monies. 
There are menta l - I have been emotionally 
an d mentally he aled by th e Lord a couple of 
times . I don't dr op off the deep en d . But 
there are times that you come across certain 
things in your life where i t can be very 
traumati c experience or upset you quite deeply . 
In a mental state where you ' re healing or 
you r physical state begins to get i n a state of 
ne gl ect and a depres s ion might even set in be -
cause of certain things that happen. One that 
comes to my mind is the death of a lov e one . 
A truly traumatic thing. Having cop ed with 
something like that several times and I've had 
reall y problem times mentally and the only way 
I could cope with it was to just give it to the 
Lord . Pray. I can 't handle it myself and you'll 
have to - the Bible says " ... cast all t he cares 
upon me for I care for you ." I had to cast them 
upon Him because I was inca pable of coping with 
them. And the Lord just delivered me, I could 
feel the weight lifting off, and just being 
relieved. 
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Finally, there are testimonies of deliverance. Again, 
durin g my attenda nc e at a Sunday worship service, a member 
stood and gave a testimony about bein g able to gi ve up 
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coffee, something she had been wanting to do for a l ong 
time . · She wanted to t hank the Lord f or giving her th e 
stren gth to do i t . She ' d been wanting to do i t but 
didn't know how she was go in g to be able t o , but with the 
Lord ' s help she did. 
Overall, the varieties of testimonies illustrate 
different events for which members feel th e urge for 
declarati on or g l or ificati on. The physical dime nsion of 
th is event is located in two areas: first, in what ev er it 
was the Lord did - the outward show, whether i t be the 
healing of a sickness or thirty dol l ars in an empty pocke t; 
and secon d , i n the verbal expression of the occurrence to 
the congre gat ion so as to encourage others to also tr us t 
t he Lord . The spiritual aspect of g iving testim ony is that 
event being te sti fied to came ab out as the r e sul t of the 
Lord. The eve nt occu rred because of the tru st - the one 
more felt than seen - which that person had in God. In 
sum, the l ocal Pentecostal group 's concept ua l strateg y of 
the nature of their reli gi ous commitment is also acted out 
in the event of giving testimon y . 
Confirmat ion fr om God 
"Confirmati on from God" is an event which involves a 
way of livin g , a "spiritual way of living," accordin g to one 
member of t he Highway Church . This statement of the sig-
nificance of co nfirmation from God is further explained in a 
discussion wit h the principal in formant of this stud y : 
The Bible says that we ar e t o pr ove a ll things. 
Confi r mation . A preacher says something , you 
re ceiv e what he says , you think about it, and 
you accept it or reject i t . The Bible says 
t ha t you 'r e not supposed t o ac c ep t i t unl e ss 
i t i s conf ir med by the Word of God. 
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My in f ormant went on, once again, to cite Scripture to 
prove his poi nt . 
The Bible says that when Pau l went about 
setti ng up churches thr ough Asia , he sa w that 
the people in Bere a were better in one manner 
than the peop l e th at were at The ss a l onica . Why? 
Beca u se they searched the Scriptu res out . When 
Pau l told h im this, - t hi s spiritual truth, that 
spi rit ual t ruth, the y said , in e ss ence - "Show 
me in the Word of God where it says this ." "Show 
me" - they d idn't have the New Testament but 
the y had the Old Testament, the five book s of 
Moses. They said "show us," let us reaso n t o-
gether , it s ays in God 's Word. Confirmation 
ultimately , ha s got to come from God, is what 
I'm saying. 
This notion that confirmation must ultim ately come fr om th e 
Word of God was expanded upon by my in forma nt. My i nformant 
discussed peo ple who are known t o be very knowledgeable 
ab out the Bible. He noted, however, one should still not 
t ake t heir word for anything. "You check it out and you 
confirm it against the actual written Word . " He went on to 
point out how some people preach that once one becomes a 
Christian, "eve ry t hing is going to be easy for the rest of 
his/her life." The i nf orman t states, however, that 
The Word never s a ys that, bu t some people 
preach -that way, and t hat's why you ' ve got 
t o be very careful an d study and read and 
check it out and confirm it with the actual 
written Word of God. I believe the Bible t o be ,-
a s we have it, the i nfallible Wor d of God .. . 
Time s change, people change, everything changes , 
and t he Bible says, even heaven and eart h will 
change, there's go i ng to be a new heaven, a new 
earth . But t he Word that we have ri ght now, we 
call t he Bib le , i s going to stay the sa me . So 
again con fir mat i on - f or confirmation one must 
always go back t o t he Bible . 
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Thus, the description of the event of confirm ation 
from God as a "spiritual way of living" involves the idea 
that before acce ptin g s ometh i ng which someone sta tes, or 
befor e acting on a thou ght or impulse, one should confirm 
it with t he Wor d of God . If something is truly of the 
Spirit - whether it be a thought or an impuls e to act on 
something in a certain manner - it will be proved to be so 
ultimately and infallibly by the Word of God . In fact , my 
inf ormant c ite d severa l Scriptural examples in which 
confirmati on from God is illus tr ated. One particular example 
he mentione d i nvo lved Gideon. God wanted Gideon to lea d 
his small army out to do battle, against a "might y arm y ." 
Gideon wasn ' t sure , however, that this was really what the 
Lord wanted. So, he tried the Lord. Gideon put a fleece 
ou ts i de his tent and said , 
"Lord, if thi s is You speaking , I want this 
to ha ppen , t his skin that I've put out is 
going to be totally dr y , even though every-
thing else is sopping wet ." And it happen ed. 
And it was God's Word confirming to His man 
that this was indeed somethin g that He wanted 
him to do . And Gideon said, "Well, I don't 
know , better tr y two out of three" - type of 
thing . Instead of having just the fleece 
dried now he wante d just the fleece to be wet . 
And again, it happen ed , exactly as he sa i d it 
before the Lor d , The Lord wanted t o con f irm 
that He was indeed beh ind them . 
... when God really wants you t o do something 
He reaffirms i t . 
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This s ample , once again, illustrates my in formant ' s 
ability to cite Scripture which demonstrates his point . 
In this case my informant also conveyed personal 
experiences in which God reaffirmed and/or confirmed a 
sit uation . One experience involved Easter. My informant 
ha d several services to conduct and was se ekin g the Lord 
for these ser v i ces . He had one particular thou gh t which 
he could not shake from hi s mind , "the sunrise service." 
The sun coming up over the water , and then 
when I thought ab out the sun, the s-u-n 
coming up over the water , I thought also, 
again as the S- o- n of God coming up out of 
the tomb, and then I was trying t o think 
how - you know - what about this t hought . 
Af ter se veral days of studying, my i nforman t still "hadn't 
penned anything down f or any of the four services." Then, 
his wife gave him a placema t . 
. .. it was this beautiful placemat with a 
picture of the sun c omin g up ove r the water 
with Psalm 113, ver se 3 . It says, "From the 
risin g of the sun to the going down of the 
same the name of the Lord is to be praised." 
Soon as I saw that thing I knew it was con-
firmatio n , God was confirming that I was to 
talk and t o speak about the rising sun, but 
I don't just get up to speak for the sake 
of speaking; it's got to be backed up by the 
Word of God. And there she walks in with the 
Word or God that says exactly what's been on 
my mind f or the last three or fo ur days. Con-
firmati on , that's what God wante d me to preach on. 
... now my wife she got that poster six months 
ago , but she didn't give it to me until Friday . 
Now, she didn ' t know why but you know, God 
confirms - when the conf i rmation comes, I tell 
you , you - it does n ' t happen al l the time but 
when it does , what an elation - to know that God 
is really sayin g , in other words, "Yes , that i s 
what I want you to talk about ." Somet i mes, 
admittedly , yo u go back there and you do your 
best , you do what you feel God wants but you 
don ' t have tha t c onfirmation . But I don 't 
expect a confir mation but when it does come, 
it lets you kn ow what God 's voice sounds li ke . 
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The understanding that confirmation from God doesn 't 
occur all the time is illustrated in the fo ll owing 
discussion . 
I was going to a funeral and I went t o 
the funeral parlor and was looking at the de -
ceased person . I d id n ' t know him personally 
but through friends and through his brother , 
and I said , you know , I believe in the Word 
of God and the Word of God says that the dead 
shall rise, that we have the power . And I 
thought to myself, I said , I could go up there 
and I could la y my hands on that person and 
he ' d rise from the dead . I have that power. 
Then it was li ke the Lord was saying, "Yes , 
you have that power if I give it to you. " 
... I put a f l eece out to the Lord . I said , 
"Lord , if you want me to do this , I won ' t be 
ashamed of you, I ' ll do i t, I'll go right up 
there ," and I put a fleece out to the Lord and 
the Lord didn't answer the fleece, so I knew 
that it was not Him that was asking . In other 
wor ds , I want ed to do it be cause I believed 
in God . This is , again , the important thin g 
with th e thi ngs of the Lord. The Word of God 
is true and His spirit and every (thing) - but 
God has got to actual l y confirm that Word to 
you in orde r for it to be something y ou can 
walk out on , sort of stick your neck out on. 
The fleece the in formant had put out to the Lord -
I said to the Lord my thought, I said this 
specific I can share with you: There were on -
lights in the funeral parlor, all around, and 
two lights around the coffin . I said this to 
myself, "Lord, if you want me to do this, I 
said, I will do it, but I want all the lights 
to go off and just the lights where the coffin 
is to stay on." That was my fleece to the 
Lord . Now if that happened I probably 
would have dropped dead . But the thing is, 
I like to believe that I love the Lord and I 
trust the Lord enough that, if that had 
happened I would by faith have done it, 
because that was my confirming sign from God . .. 
The Bible says "Try the Spirits . " Try 
the Spirits to see whether they are God. 
And that's why again, I made this fleece. 
Only God, by knowing my heart and knowing 
my mind, o.nly God would know the sign I was 
looking for . And so therefore I tried the 
Spirits . It didn't come to pass, therefore, 
it couldn't have been God because God could 
have done anything. 
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This incident illustrates those episodes where confirmation 
from God is not received . The informant did not receive 
the knowledge from the Lord that He wanted him to resurrect 
the deceased . Therefore, the informant knew that the 
impulse to perform this act was not of God . Thus , it was 
not executed. 
Next, although confirmation from God ultimately 
comes from the Word of God , the Word of God may emerge 
f r om different sources. This aspect is expla i ned in more 
deta i l by the informan t: 
There are t i mes when a certain subject 
will come up, l et ' s say a touchy subject . A 
touchy subject today, in this new permissive , 
promiscuous society that we're in - is sexuality . 
If you ' re led to preach on a particular aspect 
or a thing about, I don't know of any minister 
that would shy away from it. In other words, 
i t 's a very touchy thin g to preach on but at 
the same time if and when confirmation comes, 
the Lord will sometimes, again, give you 
through maybe two or three different people, 
Brothers and Sisters, during the course of a 
week, as you're praying before God about this 
because you feel a burden on your heart about 
the subject as related to what we were just 
saying. And then this Sister will come out 
with a Scripture that has that as part of the 
contents in it. You'd be list en ing to TV or 
something or other and may be "That 's Incredi b le " 
will be on - something that 's not spiritual, 
and Barn, another Scri ptur e . Come to think of 
it, is n 't it exactly what I was saying. The 
Word of God - confirmin g , and that's one of the 
most likely ways tha t confirmation does come 
from different sources bu t still it's the Word 
of God that does the confi rmati on about reall y 
what the burden is and that makes sense, be-
cause the Spirit of God, which is God , is what 
inspired men to write the Word. If the Spirit 
is true, God is true . In Him is no lie , He is 
incapable of lying. So if I really have a 
burden about somethi ng , then that Spirit of 
truth that abides within me will reaffirm that, 
that is what I' m supposed to be preaching on. 
It will also confirm that by other means. 
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The notion of confirmation emanatin g from a variety of 
sources is further illustrated in the following example: 
Last Monday night, the ni ght of th e 
seminar, I'd read the whole book, the whole 
teacher's thing on the ministration of the 
Holy Spirit and I enjoyed the whole thing, it 
was very beautiful. It was hard for me to 
decide what I wanted to teac h on, and I 
chose th e last chapter. It was the Holy 
Spirit - t ·he .equiper - He equips us with 
the proper tools to do the job, and I called 
the District Overs eer and I said I didn't 
know what, maybe, he chose that one because 
two of us were going to be teaching simul-
taneously. I sort of felt in my heart, well, 
probably that's the one that he wants, and I 
said, well I'll choose something else . So I 
called him up and he said, "That's O.K." I 
said, "Praise God!" 
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Despite this confirmation from the District Overseer, my 
informant still had doubts that the Lord really wanted him 
to teach on the chapter he had chosen. These doubts did 
not linger l ong . 
... I came home Monday and there was a letter 
i n the mailbox from the head of the Church of 
God , the General Overseer. All that comes to 
mind from that whole letter is that last 
sentence. He was talking about the Holy Spirit 
equipping the saints to do an effective job, 
and when I read that I got so - it was con-
firmation. 
Further, my informant cited yet another source of con -
firmation which pertained to this episode . 
The results of last Monday, I believe, was 
confirmation because I'd feel in my spirit 
that several of the people that were in 
there - I know that the Lord moved. I was 
teaching and people were crying. The Lord 
was just moving and ministering in what I 
was bringing out. Not that is was me . It 
was just the power of God. God was using me 
at that particular time to bring forth that 
particular message. And so that in itself, 
after the fact, was additional confirmation. 
First it was the Brother, then the letter, 
then the actual - ... 
In sum , the l ocal Pentecostal congregation 's con-
ceptual scheme of the nature of their religious commit-
ment is also manifest in the event of confirmation from 
God. Confirmation from God is the manner in which 
something is proven to be of the Spirit, to be of God. 
Again, the confirmation may take the physica l form of a 
poster with a Scripture on it, a letter from a church 
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member, a testimony given by a Brother or Sister, or an 
actual "fleece" put out t,o the Lord . But more importantly, 
confirmation from God evidences that something is of the 
Spirit; it is God's way of revealing what He wants from 
someone. Instead of acting on impulse, the members wait to 
be led and guided by the Spirit thus, as a result, their 
actions are the product of the direction given by the Spirit 
for they are confirmed by the infallible Word of God. 
Conclusion 
Overall, the ethnosemantic description presented in 
this chapter demonstrates that the view which the members 
of the Highway Church of God have of the nature of their 
religious commitment differs substantially from the con -
ceptual scheme of religious commitment as proposed by 
social science researchers . Although the social science 
scheme was applicable when examining the descriptive histories 
of the Pentecostal movement in general and the Church of 
God of Cleveland, Tennessee in particular, the strategy 
was not applicable when investigating the data gathered on 
the insiders' (members ' ) viewpoint at the Highway Church of 
God. Rather than being able to sort t he i nformation gathered 
i nto the dimensions of be l ief , practice, knowledge , 
exp eri ence, and consequences, t he concept ual framework of 
the nature of religious commitment which repeatedly 
surfaced in the data concerning the local group consisted of 
only two dimensions - the physical and the spiritual. 
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The physical and spiritual dimensions of religious 
commitment were illustrated in several discussions which 
covered various topics , including worship, God and religion, 
what is involved for someone who lives Pentecost, the 
acting out of different types of worsh i p serv i ces, the 
nonroutine occurrence of events at church serv ic es , and 
the knowledge which pertained to these various top ic s . 
~urther , the congregation's conceptual strategy was shown 
to be acte d out in four specific events occurring at the 
Highway Church: hitting the altar, hitting the floor or 
being slain in the Spirit, g ivin g testimony , and confirma-
tion from God . These events consisted of both physical and 
spiritual aspects . 
The importance of the spi ri tual aspect over that of 
the physical in the Highway Church ' s nature of commitment 
was also demonstr ated in the data concerning t he group. 
The private level showed the domination in a discus s ion 
concerning "living Pentecost." The public domain, which 
included the acting out of different types of worship 
services and the nonroutin e occ urre nce of events at services, 
also evidenced the perception of Pentecostalism as something 
more felt than seen. Further, in addition to these general 
levels, the importance of the spiritual aspect was acted 
out in four specific events. The significance of these 
phenomena, at whatever level, is that they occur according 
to the "will of the Spirit." The true meaning of religion 
for the Highway Church of God does not exist in any physical 
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form . The important eleme nt is that the members seek the 
Lord in a spiritual sense, a sense more felt than observed . 
The physical dimension of the Highway Church's conceptual 
framework of the nature of religious commitment is clearly 
overshadowed by the spiritual dimension. 
The next step in this project is to investigate the 
implications of these findings. Such a task entails explor -
ing what reasons may explain the inapplicability of Stark 
and Glock's (1968) conceptual scheme of the nature of 
religious commitment to the insiders ' view of the same 
phenomenon. Further, an effort will be made to indicate 
just what effects or consequences the Highway Church and 
its religious commitment has for its members . 
CHAPTER IV 
OUTSIDERS AND INSIDERS : 
SOME CONCLUSIONS 
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The Stark and Glock (1968) sche me of t he nat ure of 
religious commitment proved to be appl ic abl e when r esearch -
i ng the descriptive histor i es of the Pente co stal movement in 
ge ner a l an d of the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee in 
particular. When lo oki ng at the descriptive hist ories of 
these tw o r e ligious movements, one is investigating material 
which represents the empirically observable expression of 
events or behaviors which have occurred throughout the 
movements . Thes e public events and public behaviors fell 
neatly into the dimensions of the -,concept ual strategy of t he 
nature of religious commit ment suggested by the social 
science researchers. In other words, the soc i ological sche me 
was useful in the investigation of the pub lic fac e s of 
religiosity of the Pen t ec ostal movement an d th e Chur ch of 
God. 
The utilization of t he sociolo g ic a l s che me of the 
nature of religi ous commit ment, however, was not applicable 
to the i nvestigation of th e data expressing th e manner i n 
which t he member s (o r i n si ders) of the Hi ghway Church of 
God view ed t he natur e of their reli gious commi tmen t . The 
native viewpoint manj fested its own structure (ph y sical -
spiritual) ra th er t han the five-dimensional forma t 
pr oposed by Sta r k and Gl ock. This inside viewp oin t was 
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captured princip ally by preserving th e language the members 
of the congregation used in talking about their religion. 
In this instance, the native language of the loc al Pente-
costal group provided the cultural knowledge used by this 
culture's members to define an d interpret the nature of 
their religious commitment. That interpretation differe d 
from th e sociol ogical s cheme proposed by Stark and Glock. 
The conceptual scheme of the nature of religious commitment 
suggested by Stark and Gl ock , therefore, could not be 
appropriately utilized when describing the private face of 
religiosit y . The private face, the insiders' viewpoint (a 
viewpoint which exists not onl y within individuals, but also 
within c ongregations) requires description in its own terms 
if it is to be preserved. 
Thus, in evaluating the utilit y of the sociological 
scheme of the nature of religious commitment, i t appears 
that the applicabilit y of such a conceptual scheme is 
limited to the public face of religiosity. When examining 
only the behaviors exhibited throughout the Pentecostal 
movement and the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee 
denomination, the employment of the sociological scheme 
proved successful. The behaviors which occurred throughout 
the religious movements were able to be placed in one of 
the five identified dimensions of religiosity. When the 
investigation of the nature of religiosity switched from 
the public face of the phenomenon to the private face, 
however, th e sociological schem e of the nature of reli g ious 
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commitment was no longer applicable. Once the inquiry went 
beyond only behaviors to examine the cultural knowledge 
(the meanings and interpretations) associated with the 
behaviors of members of the Highway Church of God, the 
conceptual scheme suggested by Stark and Glock was not use-
ful. The members of the Highway Church viewed the nature 
of their religious commitment differently than the definition 
advanced by the sociological scheme of religiosity . Instead 
of viewing the nature of their commitment along such 
dimensions as belief, practice, knowledge, experience, and 
consequences, the congregation's conceptual scheme of the 
nature of their commitment entailed only two dimensions -
the physical and the spiritual. The knowledge used to 
interpret the various aspects or behaviors included in the 
members' worship was organized along physical and spiritual 
dimensions. The dimensions were regarded as constituting 
the contents of the varied aspects and behaviors of their 
worship. The private face of religiosity, then, which 
includes the subjective meanings of the beh aviors 'involved, 
did not lend itself to routine sociological analysis. 
As the level of analysis moved from the more abstract, 
denominational l evel, to one approaching concrete religious 
. groups, the utility of the scheme of the nature of religious 
commitment suggested by Stark and Glock declined. The 
sociological strategy worked when commitment was examined at 
an abstract level, a level which involved examining behaviors 
with no subjective meanings attached to them. When the level 
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of analysis got closer to real religious groups and to 
behaviors with their subjectiv e meanings intact, the 
sociological scheme of religious commitment could not be 
applied. The inapp li cability of the sociological scheme at 
the concrete le vel when coupled with the discovery that an 
actual religious group possessed its own conceptual scheme 
of commitment served to indicate the importance of preserving 
the native point of view . The members of a particular 
religious group possess their own nat ive scheme by which 
they organize their behavior, they do not organize their 
behavior according to an objectively created sociological 
scheme. If this notion that each congregation has its own 
view of its religiosity, complete with meanings and inter-
pretations particular only to that group, then perhaps 
"Christian ity " does not exist on an abstract level but only 
within individual religious groups. In other words, if 
each congregation is equipped with its own particular 
cultural knowledge used to organize and give meaning to their 
behavior, then it may be that "Christianity" exists only 
within each religious group as that group chooses to define 
it. 
The opportunity to discover the Highway Church 
congregation's view (the insider's or native's view) of the 
nature of their commitment was realized by pr~serving the 
language the members of the group used in talking about 
their religion. Contained within the language of that group 
is the cultural knowledge utilized by the members of the 
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culture to interpret their behavior , to organ i ze and give 
meaning to their act i ons . Such a system of knowledge, 
because it is used routinely (everyd ay) by the members of a 
culture , without them even having to think about it, is 
often not even real iz ed to exist by the individuals who 
utilize it . 
The system of meaning used by a particular cultural 
group to or ganize and interpret their beh av i or is no t 
readil y perceived by an outs id er to that gro up . Such a 
not i on was certainly true in the current situation. Without 
preserving the way in whi ch the members of the local 
congregati on talked about their religion, it i s doubtful 
that as an outsider I would have discovered the cultural 
knowledge utili zed by the members in v iew ing the nature of 
their religious commitment, especially giv en th e conceptual 
scheme which did emerge . As one member of the congregation 
put it when he quoted I Corithians 2:14 , "But the natural 
man receiveth not th e things of th e Spirit of God : for they 
ar e foolishness un to him: neither can he know them, because 
the y are spiritually d is ce rned." As an outsider in the 
Highway Church, as one not familiar with their system of 
meaning, I could not know, first hand, the manner in which 
the members of the group viewed their religiosity. But I 
could, and did, discover their view by preserving their 
native language. 
Aside from discovering the Highway Church 's view of 
the nature of their religious commitment, I was able to 
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gain some insight into what effe cts such a commitment has 
for the members of t his congregation. The effects of the 
Highwa y Church's conceptual scheme of the nature of their 
religious commitment, the effects of the physical and 
spiritual aspects of their religiosity , were demonstrated 
in several comments made by my pr incipal informant. First , 
the nature of the Highway Church congregation's commitment, 
"means turning away from the things that you 'd norm a lly 
do (as a person of the world) and even the desire, an d 
putting everything - your mind, your eyes, your whole body 
into subjection to the Lord." Here, the effect of the 
meaning of commitment at the Highway Church is that one must 
deny everyth in g which one would want or do as a person of 
the world. ''Even the desire," must be foresworn and every-
thing must be surrendered to the Lord - physic al ly and 
spiritually. 
A second effect of the Highway Church's commitment is 
illustrated in the following statement by the informant : 
A saved person just acts it, he doesn't 
just speak it, bu t he acts it because it 
comes out of him all the time. As I 
said before, Christianity is not a belief, 
per se, as much as it's a way of life, a 
way of existence, total involvement of 
oneself with his Creator. Not that we go 
around praying all the time but it's 
putting what we believe, into peoples' 
day-to-day lives. 
In other words, the nature of their religious commitment 
becomes a mode of life, a particular manner in which they 
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conduct themselves in their day - to - day living. The congre -
gation's view of the nature of their commitment extends 
beyond a mental image of the phenomenon to become an actual 
way of lif e, a method by which to carry out their everyday 
activities . 
Overall, the Highway Church's nature of commitment is 
something not only talked about, but it is a matter which is 
evident in the behaviors of their day - to - day lives. Every-
day, everything about their lives is subjected to God. My 
informant summed up the effects of the local congregation's 
commitment best when he said , "When we have a commitment, 
then it changes our whole nature, everything changes around 
and eventually comes in line with what God wants. Then , He's 
happy with us . Amen. " 
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APPENDIX 
March , 1983 
Dear _______ , 
I am a graduate student at the University of Rhode 
Island and am currently work in g on my thesis. The topic 
of my thesis involves Pentecostalism and how members of 
this faith talk about their reli g ion. In order to complete 
the research for this project, however, I need some 
additional information . (I understand that Pastor 
has contacted you in regard to this matter.) 
In talking to other Pentecostals, certain items 
were mentioned with reference to Pentecostalism about 
which, I would like more information. These items appear 
on the enclosed questionnaire which I would like you to 
please complete as best you can . In filling out the 
questionnaire, I realize the space provided may be limiting, 
however, if you could please confine your answers to this 
space it would greatly aid in the timely completion of the 
research process . 
Also, I would appreciate your prompt completion 
of the enclosed questionnaire . A preaddressed stamped 
envelope is provided for your convenience in returning 
the completed questionnaire. Your replies will be con -
fidential and anonymous. Please, do not sign the 
questionnaire. 
Further, should you be interested in seeing a copy 
of the final report, a copy will . be available to you. 





Department of Sociology 
University of Rhode I~land 
Kingston, RI 02881 
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The following questions were asked of the members of 
The Highway Church of God approximately one year after the 
initial research was conducted. The follow - up questionnaire 
served as an additional vantage point of the culture of 
The Highway Church of God . The questionnaire was sent to 
five households, four of which responded . 
(1) Many Pentecostals I have talked with have used 
the phrase, "hit the altar , " in our conversations. Could 
you describe to me what is happening when you hit the altar? 
Are there different reasons for doing it? Maybe you could 
give an example . 
(2) Often times I have heard Pentecostals talk of 
receiving "confirmation from God." Could you describe to 
me what confirmation from God involves? Are there different 
types of confirmation? Different reasons for receiving 
confirmation from God? Again, feel free to give an example. 
(3) I have sometimes heard and read about instances 
where Pentecostal members are said to "hit the floor." 
Could you explain to me what is happening when you hit the 
floor? What sorts of things are you feeling, thinking? 
What kinds of reasons are there for hitting the floor? 
(4) As part of the Pentecostal worship services I 
have attended, a request for "testimony" has always been 
made. Could you expla i n to me what it is you are doing 
when you give a testimony? Would you say there are 
different kinds of testimony? 
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